Preface

The British Institute of Recorded Sound (BIRS) was formed in 1947 by Patrick Saul, a record collector who believed that libraries should collect and preserve sound recordings and endeavored to make it a national priority. Initially the institute focused on commercial records of art music, but quickly expanded in scope to include wildlife recordings, ethnographic recordings, broadcast recordings, and all types of commercial records.

In 1956 the institute began publishing the Bulletin, the first English-language journal devoted to preserving and studying audio. In 1961 the format was updated and the name changed to Recorded Sound. Articles span the range of topics appropriate to a comprehensive national collection - from Elgar to Whiteman, from insect sounds to Dutch electronic music studios. In the years before the Association for Recorded Sound Collections (ARSC) was formed in the United States, the BIRS publications documented the formation of some of the most treasured institutional audio collections, including those of the New York Public Library and Stanford, Yale and Indiana Universities.

BIRS merged with the British Library in April 1983 to form the National Sound Archive. Recorded Sound was discontinued the next year, citing rising costs and an overly broad scope.
Editor’s note

The first twelve issues of Recorded Sound were numbered in the Vol. / No. format common for academic journals, but volume 2 began with “Vol. 2, No. 9” and the volume numbering was dropped entirely beginning with issue 13. The issues are listed here by issue number only for simplicity’s sake, but I thought this was worth noting in case a reader has seen a reference to an issue in this format.

Most issues contain an editorial, book reviews and abstracts, as well as various announcements and advertisements. These were omitted from the date index.

The subject index is presented in three sections, the first two being taken directly from Recorded Sound issues 44 and 72, the third adapted by me from the date index in the absence of a published subject index.

Bulletin Date Index

No. 1 – Summer 1956

- Mechanical Recordings for the Linguistic Atlas of England – Stanley Ellis, MA
- Recordings and the Study of Musical Instruments – Anthony Baines
- The Italian State Record Library (Discoteca di Stato)
- Recollections of Claire Croiza – Betty Bannerman
- Records of Claire Croiza

No. 2 – Autumn 1956

- Legislative Recording by the Tennessee Archives – William T. Alderson
- Szymanovsky – Alan Pryce-Jones
- Recording the Voices of the Wild – Eric Simms

No. 3 – Winter 1956

- The Tennyson Phonograph Records – Sir Charles Tennyson
- Technical Aids to Listening – Peter Ladefoged
- Early Pianoforte Records – S.J. Capes
- Melodic Imports and Exports: A Byproduct of Recording in Southern Africa – David Rycroft
No. 4 – Spring 1957

- The Registration of Bach’s Keyboard Works – Cecil Clutton
- Boris Godounov: 1928 – A.F.R. Lawrence
- Rachmaninov – Edward Sackville-West
- Das Lautarchiv des Deutschen Rundfunks – F.W. Pauli

No. 5 – Summer 1957

- Back to ’95: Some Memories of Elgar – Mrs. Richard Powell
- Elgar: The Record for Posterity – Diana McVeagh
- Records Conducted by Sir Edward Elgar
- Recorded Talks About Elgar in the B.B.C. Recorded Programmes Library
- The Record Archive in the New York Public Library – Philip L. Miller
- Zulu Male Traditional Singing – David Rycroft

No. 6 – Autumn 1957

- A Revaluation of Concepts in Relation to the Interpretation and Performance of Bach – Rosalyn Turner
- Maria Olszewska: Discography – H.M. Barnes
- The Folk Play – Douglas Kennedy

No. 7 – Winter 1957

- The Songs of Edvard Grieg – Astra Desmond
- The Whistled Language of Gomera – Andre Classe
- Frida Leider: Discography – H.M. Barnes
- Ginette Neveu: Discography – E.A. Hughes

No. 8 – Spring 1958

- Die Meistersinger: 1928 – A.F.R. Lawrence
- Friedrich Schorr: The Records – Steven Smolian
- The Schorr Records: A Commentary – Boris Semeonoff

No. 9 – Summer 1958

- Records of Literature and Drama: An Appeal for Records and Information
• Schnabel and Kempff in Beethoven’s Piano Concertos – Edward Greenfield
• Toscanini as an Operatic Conductor – Harold Rosenthal

No. 10 – Autumn 1958

• Ignace Jan Paderewski: Discography – H.L. Anderson
• An Experiment in Postgraduate Medical Education – Drs. John and Valerie Graves
• Language Learning and Audio-Visual Aids – W.R. Lee
• La Niña de los Peines – Michael E. Fisher
• La Niña de los Peines: Discography – Victor Girard
• Recorded Literature and Drama: An Appeal

No. 11/12 – Spring 1959

• Six Historic Organ Recordings – Cecil Clutton
• The Use of Recording Instruments in Language Teaching – Joseph Horne
• Fartein Valen: An Introduction – Christopher Grier
• Numerical Lists of Records: The Columbia LX Series – John Gray

No. 13 – Summer 1959

• Wanda Landowska – Lucille Wallace
• The Lieder Records of Heinrich Schlusnus – G.R.N. Jones
• Some Problems in the Preservation of Valuable Sounds – Patrick Saul

No. 14 – Autumn 1959

• Locally Issued Records of Regional Music – Joan Rimmer
• Heinrich Schlusnus: A Discography (part 1) – Steven Smolian
• The Sociology of Recording in Africa South of the Sahara: An Appreciation of the African Music Society of Johannesburg – Klaus Wachsmann

No. 15/16 – Spring 1960

• The Indiana University Archives of Folk and Primitive Music – George List
• The Columbia (British) LB Series of 10-inch Light Blue Label 78 rpm Records: A Numerical List – Eric Hughes
• Corrections to the Columbia LX Series Numerical List
• List of Columbia LX Series Records Which the Institute Needs
• Wanda Landowska: Recordings of Broadcasts: An Appeal
• Heinrich Schlusnus: The Records, Section B. Composer Index – Steven Smolian

No. 17/18 – Autumn 1960

• An International Catalogue of Published Records of Folk Music – Klaus P. Wachsmann

Recorded Sound Date Index

No. 1 – May 1961

• Copyright and performing rights – C.B. Dawson Pane
• Sound recording and ‘publication’ of acoustical research – W.H. George
• The B.B.C. Gramophone Library – Valentine Britten
• Gramophone records in public libraries – L.R. McColvin
• Gramophone record libraries: A selection of recent books and articles – Philip Plumb & Peter Davis

No. 2 - June 1961

• What the composer expects from the listener – Donald Francis Tovey
• Schnabel – Edward Sackville-West
• The Berlin Phonogramm-Archiv – Kurt Reinhard
• The performance and care of LP and stereo records – Cecit Watts
• The East African Swahili committee – J.W.T. Allen
• Uruguayan music and poetry on 78s – Enrique J. Muttoni

No. 3 – Summer 1961

• Recorded literature and drama – J.W. Lambert
• Censorship and spoken literature – Aldous Huxley
• Einstein – Bernard Shaw
• Dylan Thomas discography – Marie Slocombe & Patrick Saul
• Percy Grainger – Frank Howes
• The library of recorded animals sounds – P.T. Haskell
No. 4 – Autumn 1961

- Jane Bathori – G. Jean Aubry
- Jane Bathori discography – Harold Barnes
- Arthur Nikisch – Sir Adrian Boult
- Nikisch discography – Desmond Shawe-Taylor & Eric Hughes
- Problems of record cataloguing – Geoffrey Cumming
- Commercial record libraries – Ivan March

No. 5 – Winter 1961-2

- Tobias Mathay (with discography) – Harold Craxton
- Les musiciens que j’ai connus: I Roussel, Fauré, Hahn, Chabrier & Ravel – Jane Bathori
- Edwin Fischer – Marcella Barzetti
- Edwin Fischer discography – Eric Hughes

No. 6 – Spring 1962

- Walter Gieseking – Marcella Barzetti
- Les Musiciens que j’ai connus: II Debussy – Jane Bathori
- The recorded program libraries of the BBC – Timothy Eckersley
- Harold Samuel – Howard Ferguson
- Harold Samuel discography – H.L. Anderson

No. 7 – Summer 1962

- The singing of Verdi – Giovanni Martinelli
- A bibliography of discographies – Carl Bruun & John Gray
- Rosenthal – Edward Sackville-West
- A Moriz Rosenthal discography – H.L. Anderson & Patrick Saul
- History of sound recording: 1. The age of empiricism – Peter Ford

No. 8 – Autumn 1962

- My association with the composers of the verismo school – Giovanni Martinelli
- Martinelli on LP ; Recorded broadcasts by Martinelli – Derek Aylward
- Busoni & Philipp – Esther Fisher
- Isidore Philipp discography – Patrick Saul
• Reminiscences of Busoni – Ursula Creighton
• Letters to John Tillett – Ferruccio Busoni
• Busoniana – Patrick Saul
• City song – Thurston Dart
• The history of sound recording: 2. The evolution of the microphone and electrical disc recording – Peter Ford
• Index to 1961-1962

No. 9 – Jan. 1963

• Foreword – Carice Elgar Blake
• An Essay on the Gramophone – Edward Elgar
  o I. Elgar and the Age of Performance
  o II. An Elgar Discography
  o Elgar’s Recording Sessions
• Appendix: ‘The starlight express’
• Index of Elgar’s Compositions
• General index (Including performers)
• Illustrations between pages

No. 10-11 – April/July 1963

• Technical media in the preservation and dissemination of classical traditional music of the Orient and folk music of the Orient and Occident – Jack Bornoff & Peter Crossley-Holland
  o 1. Background
  o 2. Scope of present report
  o 3. Definitions
  o 4. The role of the commercial gramophone record
  o 5. The role of radio / International catalogue of records of the folk and classical music of the Orient commercially available on 31 Dec. 1962
  o 6. International directory of folk music record archives
• The history of sound recording: 3. The evolution of magnetic recording – Peter Ford
No. 12 – Oct. 1963

- Recorded evidence – Eryl Hall Williams
- Scottish and Irish popular music – Joan Rimmer
- 17th & 18th Century organ music in England – Susi Jeans
- The history of sound recording: 4. Motion picture and television sound recording – Peter Ford

No. 13 – Jan. 1964

- The crisis of contemporary music: 1. The musical problem – Ernest Ansermet
- Organ music, organ design and the professional organist – Ralph Downes
- History of sound recording: 5. The evolution of stereophonic sound techniques – Peter Ford

No. 14 – April 1964

- The crisis of contemporary music: 2. The Stravinsky case – Ernest Ansermet
- A discography of electronic music and musique concrete – Hugh Davies
- Some impressions of American record libraries – Miriam Miller

No. 15 – July 1964

- Dinu Lipatti – Béla Siki
- Les musiciens que j’ai connus III: Erik Satie; L’école d’arcueil (Henri Sauguet, Maxime Jacob, Clicquet-Pleyel, Roger Désormière) – Jane Bathori
- The sound archives of the University of Utrecht – R.L. Schuursma
- Verdi and the Risorgimento – Marcella Barzetti

No. 16 – Oct. 1964

- Light opera – Philip Hope-Wallace
- Cortot – Ruth Fermoy
- Yale University Historical Sound Recordings program: Its purpose and scope – Jerrold N. Moore

No. 17 – Jan. 1965

- Music and poetry – Michael Tippett
- Michael Tippett – John Burn
• Verdi and his librettists – Marcella Barzetti

No. 18 – April 1965

• Poulenc’s songs – Pierre Bernac
• Pierre Bernac Discography – Eric Hughes & Patrick Saul
• Film music – Malcolm Arnold
• Memories of Leschetizky – Frank Merrick
• Frank Merrick Discography
• The institute’s library of written matter

No. 19 – July 1965

• Verdi and style – The Earl of Harewood
• English dialects surveyed – John Wells
• Gypsy music – A.L. Lloyd
• Recording the organ – N.D. Boyling
• Germaine Lubin discography – Harold Barnes

No. 20 – Oct. 1965

• The English Singers (with discography) – Sir Steuart Wilson
• Ria Ginster (with discography) – Robert Jones
• Karol Szymanowski – Andrezej Panufnik
• Index to Recorded Sound 1-20

No. 21 – Jan. 1966

• Flamenco – Manuel Lazareno
• Renaldo Hahn: Some recollections – Angus Morrison
• Reynaldo Hahn discography – H.M. Barnes & V. Girard
• Music of courts and kings – Angela Noble
• Bert Ambrose discography I – Brian Rust

No. 22-23 (double-issue) – April-July 1966

• Operatic singing style and the gramophone – John Stratton
• A discography of electronic music and musique concrete: Supplement – Hugh Davies
• Bert Ambrose discography II – B.A.L. Rust
• A discography of Palearctic mammal sound recordings – Jeffery Boswall

No. 24 – Oct. 1966
• Tobias Matthay – Myra Hess
• Myra Hess – Howard Ferguson
• Myra Hess discography – F.F. Clough & G.J. Cuming
• Richard Strauss as conductor – Leo Wurmser
• Notes on the interpretation of Beethoven’s symphonies I – Richard Strauss
• A meeting with Nono – Marcella Barzetti

No. 25 – Jan. 1967
• The reproducing piano I – John Farmer
• Notes on the interpretation of Beethoven’s symphonies II – Richard Strauss
• George Copeland (with discography) – Jerrold Moore
• Pianola rolls by George Copeland – John Farmer & Gerald Stonehill
• George Copeland as teacher – George Bennette
• Savoy bands discography I – Brian Rust

No. 26 – April 1967
• Simon Boccanegra – Tito Gobbi
• The reproducing piano II – John Farmer
• Proposals presented to the 1966 meeting of the Association for Recorded Sound Collections – C.B. Hagen
• Savoy bands discography II – Brian Rust

No. 27 – July 1967
• Jean de Reszke 1850-1925: The teacher – Endreze
• Arthur Endrèze (baritone): A discography – H.M. Barnes & Victor Girard
• The recordings of Jean de Reszke – John Stratto
• The poetry room of Harvard University – Jeanne Broburg
• Paul Whiteman: A discography I – Brian Rust
No. 28 – Oct. 1967

- Alfredo Casella (1883-1947) – Marcella Barzetti
- Alfredo Casella: A discography – Eric Hughes & Gerald C. Stonehill
- Herman Klein – John Stratton
- The treasures of Meyerbeer I – Herman Klein
- The reproducing piano III – John Farmer
- Paul Whiteman: A discography II – Brian Rust

No. 29-30 – Jan.–April 1968

- Vanni Marcoux – Desmond Shawe
- Vanni Marcoux: A discography – Harold M. Barnes
- Arnold Bax – Aloys Fleischmann
- Arnold Bax: A discography – R.L.E. Forman
- Some reminiscent notes on Arthur De Greef – Maurice Cole
- The recording session of Arthur De Greef – H.L. Anderson & John Mitchell
- Maurice Cole: A discography – John Mitchell
- The treasures of Meyerbeer II – Herman Klein
- The music of some Indian tribes of Columbia: 1. Mountain people of northern Columbia – Donald Tayler

No. 31 – July 1968

- A note on the Institute’s new premises
- Yvonne Printemps (with discography) - Vivian Liff
- The British Council’s recorded sound department – Peter Orr
- The Mapleson cylinder of ‘A ce mot’ from Les Huguenots (Meyerbeer) – John Stratton
- The Benson Orchestra of Chicago: A discography – Brian Rust
- The music of some Indian tribes of Colombia: 2. Tropical forest people of south-eastern Colombia – Donald Tayler

No. 32 – Oct. 1968

- Harry Plunket Greene – Sir Steuart Wilson
- Plunket Greene as a teacher (and discography) – Margaret Ritchie
- Josef Hofmann – Leonard Cassini
• Granville Bantock – R.L.E. Foreman
• Granville Bantock discography – R.L.E. Foreman & Gerald Stonehill
• May Peterson (with discography) – M.L. Gardner
• The music of some Indian tribes of Colombia: 3. Coastal lowland people of western Colombia – Donald Tayler

No. 33 – Jan. 1969

• Maria Michailova: An introductory note – Philip L. Miller
• Maria Michailova (with discography) – Harold Barnes
• The Gramophone in education: The early days – Alec Robertson
• Hogaku preserved: A select list of long-playing records issued by Japanese record companies of the national music of Japan – David Waterhouse

No. 34 – April 1969 *Wildlife special issue*

• Preface – Sir Julian Huxley
• Messages from Professor W.H. Thorpe and Mr. Olin Sewall Pettingill
• A general introduction to BLOWS – Jeffery Boswall
• Notes for contributing recordists – Patrick Sellar
• Notes for the users of BLOWS – Patrick Sellar
• ‘Users application and agreement with library’ form
• ‘Agreement between library and contributing recordist’ form
• ‘Directory of wildlife recordists’ form
• Commercial gramophone records of wildlife sound – Jeffery Boswall
• Wildlife recordings in the BBC sound archives – John Burton
• The wildlife sound recording society – Richard Margoschis and Roger Burrows
• Bird sound recording in South Africa – June Stannard
• A sound recording project for African birds, 1950-65 – Myles North
• Czechoslovak Radio’s *Sound Atlas of Nature* – Oldrich Unger
• Wildlife recording by the Swedish Broadcasting Corporation – Sture Palmér
• A bio-acoustic laboratory in Denmark – Poul Bondesen
• Recording the ultrasounds of bats – John D. Hooper
• Recording insect sounds – David R. Ragge
• Stereophonic recording of wildlife sounds – Sten Wahlström
• A British discography of wildlife sound – Jeffery Boswall
• A bibliography of wildlife sound recording – Jeffery Boswall
• Some major events in the world history of bird sound recording – Jeffery Boswall

No. 35 – July 1969

• Francis Planté: Patriarch of the piano (1839-1934) – Irving Schwerke
• Facsimiles of letters from Planté to the author and other documents
• Francis Planté discography – T.A. Soall
• Reminiscences of Oda Slobodskaya, as told to Grenville Eves – Oda Slobodskaya & Greville Eves
• Oda Slobodskaya discography – Harold Barnes & Sylvia Junge
• William H. Seltsam and IRCC – Philip Miller

No. 36 – Oct. 1969 Netherlands special issue

• Twenty years of Donemus (1947-1967) – Andre Jurres
• The Donemus Audio-Visual series: A unique undertaking – R.N. Degens
• Gramophone records and the Concertgebouw Orchestra – Jos Wouters
• Theatre sound and image: Archives of tapes and films relating to the theatre – L.S. Hoefnagels
• The art of the organ in the Netherlands – Piet Visser
• Willem Pijper (1894-1947) – Jos Wouters
• Dutch performers on records – R.N. Degens
• The Dutch street-organ – R. De Waard
• The historical archives of the Netherlands Radio Union – Paul De Waart
• Ethnomusicology in the Netherlands – Bernard J. Broere & Sylvia Moore
• Dutch electronic music studios – Frits Weiland


• Beethoven’s Symphonies in relation to the sketches – Denis Matthews
• The Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies:
  o 1. Plan for retrieving Aboriginal song data – Alice M. Moyle
  o 2. Notes on the sound section – Ken Pounsett
• Sarah Bernhardt – M.L. Gardner
No. 38 – April 1970

- Composer’s anthology I – Elisabeth Lutyens
- Recorded music by Elisabeth Lutyens – Eric Hughes & Sylvia Junge
- Franz Schalk and Robert Heger – Mosco Carner
- Franz Schalk discography – Eric Hughes
- Joseph Hislop – Grenville Eves
- Unrecorded works
  - 1. Contemporary Italian music
  - 2. Albert Roussel
- Some notes on Angelica Pandolfini – Michael E. Henstock

No. 39 – July 1970

- Robert Radford – Winifred Radford
- Egon Petri – John Wills
- Wilhelm Furtwängler as a symphonic conductor – Marcella Barzetti
- Edwin Fischer – Denis Matthews
- Crackle – John Stratton

No. 40 – Oct. 1970

- Bruno Walter – Sir Adrian Boult
- Elena Gerhardt – Winifred Radford
- The supremacy of Mozart – Herman Klein & John Stratton
- Composer’s anthology 2 – Geoffrey Bush
- Tape recordings of music by Geoffrey Bush in the collection of the British Institute of Recorded Sound

No. 41 – Jan. 1971

- Poulenc – Pierre Bernac
- Victor de Sabata – David Bicknell
- Claire Croiza – Betty Bannerman
- Violet Gordon Woodhouse – John Gwynne
- Violet Gordon Woodhouse: A discography – Eric Hughes & A.E. Cooban
No. 42-43 – April-July 1971

- Wagner’s *Tristan and Meistersinger*: A comparison – Denis Matthews
- Clemens Krauss – Erik Maschat
- Performances by Clemens Krauss: Non-commercial recordings in the archives of the West German Radio and the Clemens Krauss-Archiv, Vienna
- Composer’s anthology 3 – Ronald Stevenson
- Ronald Stevenson recordings
- Classified list of the music of Ronald Stevenson
- 1903 – Then and now: some bass reflections – Eugene Cruft
- Artur Rodzinski – Harry Legge
- Sixty years as a singer – George Baker
- Historic masters – Desmond Shawe-Taylor

No. 44 – Oct. 1971

- Josef Lhévinne – Glen Sherman
- Josef Lhévinne discography – Harry L. Anderson
- Rosina Lhévinne discography – Harry L. Anderson
- Composer’s anthology: 4. John Gardner
- John Gardner Recordings
- Index to *Bulletin* 1-18 and *Recorded Sound* 1-44

No. 45-46 – Jan. – April 1972

- My first 100 years – Sir Robert Mayer
- Percy Grainger – Peter Pears
- Free music – Percy Aldridge Grainger
- Grainger free music machine – Burnett Cross
- Free music of Percy Grainger – Margaret Hee-Leng Tan
- The recorded works of Percy Grainger – Eric Hughes
- Records of Percy Grainger as an interpreter – A.F.R. Lawrence
- Piano rolls played by Percy Grainger – Gerald Stonehill
- Hans Pfitzner – Dorothea Braus
- Hans Pfitzner discography – Jerrold N. Moore
- Pfitzner documents: translations
No. 47 – July 1972

- Collecting oral tradition – George Ewart Evans
- Julia Culp – Leo Riemens
- Obtaining records from abroad: some problems facing archives – Patrick Saul
- Composers anthology 5 – Robert Simpson
- Recordings of music by Robert Simpson
- The actor then and now: 1. The butterfly of naturalism - Richard Bebb

No. 48 – Oct. 1972

- Sir Adrian Boult – Frank Howes
- Sir Adrian Bould – Bernard Shore
- Some great musicians I have known: past and present – Yehudi Menuhin
- Freedom and progress – Yehudi Menuhin
- Elgar as a conductor – Sir Adrian Boult
- Acting then and now: 2. The tragedians of the city – Richard Bebb

No. 49 – Jan. 1973

- Selma Kurz – Desi Halban
- Recording and broadcasting: Consequences for the music profession – Hardie Ratcliffe
- The British library of wildlife sounds: A report

No. 50-51 – April-July 1973

- Memories of Debussy and his circle – Mme. Gaston De Tinan
- Musicians, painters and writers I have known – Sheridan Russell
- The record as a cultural medium – Stephen Stewart
- Alfredo Casella and the return to the classical ideal – Marcella Barzetti
- Sir John Barbirolli: Personal reminiscences of a great musician – Kinloch Anderson
- John Ireland – Harold Rutland
- Lord Stanley and the demonstration of the Edison Perfected Phonograph in Canada, 1888 – Leo Laplace
- Antarctic wildlife sounds
No. 52 – Oct. 1973

- Supervia – Ivor Newton
- Conchita Supervia (1895-1936) discography – David Cattanach
- A note on the Institute’s pre-history – Patrick Saul

No. 53 – Jan. 1974

- Henry Wood – Bernard Shore
- The art of Giovanni Martinelli – Richard Bebb
- John Ireland discography – Eric Hughes
- George Robey: A discography – Brian Rust
- James Constable Robertson

No. 54 – April 1974

- Blows: The first five years – Patrick Sellar
- A preliminary world list of wildlife sound libraries – Jeffery Boswall
- Wildlife recording in stereo – David J. Tombs
- The international bio-acoustic council – Patrick Sellar
- Analysis and notation of bird vocalizations – Joan Hall-Craggs
- Recent developments in BBC wildlife sound recording – John Burton
- Series II of Myles North’s sound recordings of African birds – Jennifer Horne
- A bibliography of bird sound from the Neactic region – Jeffery Boswall


- Weingartner as teacher – Stewart Deas
- On the performance of Mozart’s last three symphonies – Felix Weingartner
- Antonio Soler: A survey of his life and works – Marion O. Winter
- Soler discography – Eric Hughes & Diana Hull
- Modern voices: A poet’s recollections of other writers – Alan Dowling

No. 57-58 – Jan.-April 1975

- Discography: A plea for rules – J.F. Weber
- Albert Coates – Stanford Robinson
- Albert Coates discography – Christopher Dyment
- Béla Bartók and Romanian folk music – A.L. Lloyd
- Hogaku preserved II – David Waterhouse
- The grand tradition – John Stratton
- Norman Walker: An appreciation

No. 59 – July 1975

- Recordings of Holst’s music – Imogen Holst
- The music of Gustav Holst: A discography – Eric Hughes
- Emma Eames and other singers I have known – Max De Schauensee
- Emma Calvé (1858-1942): A discography – Harold Barnes & William Moran, with assistance from Darrell Strong and the late William Seltsam
- Discography: Which goals are attainable? – Alan Kelly, John F. Perkins & John Ward
- Donald Francis Tovey: The creative scholar – Stewart Deas
- Tovey discography
- A discography of bird sound – Jeffrey Boswall & Ron Kettle

No. 60 – Oct. 1975

- The voice of John Gielgud – Richard Bebb
- Hermann Scherchen – Edward Downes
- Composer’s anthology 6 – Bernard Stevens
- Recordings by Bernard Stevens
- Antarctic wildlife recording on Bird Island, South Georgia – Derick Turner
- The grand tradition – John Steane

No. 61 – Jan. 1976

- The Hamlet of Sir John Gielgud – Richard Bebb
- The art of popular song: pop as a commentary on our age – Geoffrey Wansell
- Cyril Scott (with discography) – Esther Fisher

No. 62 – April 1976

- Compulsory deposit of sound recordings – Gillian Davies
• Lionel Tertis – Bernard Shore
• The future of music – Patrick Saul
• Sir George Henschel (with discography) – Helen Henschel
• Kurt Atterberg: Swedish symphonist (with discography) – Lewis Foreman

No. 63-64 – July-Oct. 1976 Clara Haskil Issue

• Clara Haskil – Peter Feuchtwanger
• Clara Haskil: A memoir – Etienne Amyot
• Some recollections of Clara Haskil – Sheridan Russell
• Clara Haskil concert programmes
• Clara Haskil repertoire
• Clara Haskil: The published records
• Clara Haskil: Private recordings

No. 65 – Jan. 1977

• The songs of Richard Strauss with special reference to the Krämerspiegel cycle (Adrian Boult lecture for 1976) – Gerald Moore
• Memories from Liszt: from Glasgow to Weimar in the 1880’s – Frederic Lamon
• Memories of Anton Rubinstein – Frederic Lamond
• Frederic Lamond: 1868-1948 – Agnes Walker
• Frederic Lamond: A memoir – Frederic Kohn
• Frederic Lamond: The recordings – H.L. Anderson, John F. Perkins & Gerald Stonehill
• Mattia Battistini (1856-1928): A discography – Alan Kelly, John F. Perkins & John Ward
• A record life: 1927-1975 – John Whittle
• The British Library of Wildlife Sounds: Progress report – Ron Kettle

No. 66-67 – April-July 1977

• Frank Bridge (1879-1941) – Peter Pears
• Frank Bridge discography – Lewis Foreman, Eric Hughes & Malcolm Walker
• Brassens, Thackray and the French folk tradition – Colin Evans
• Discography: rules and goals – W.R. Moran
• Factors relating to long term storage of magnetic tape – G.A. Knight
• Composer’s anthology 7 – Denis ApIvor
• Recordings of works by Denis ApIvor – Rosemar Gandolfi
• A global directory of mammal sound – Ron Kettle & Jeffery Boswall
• Sound recordings at the Imperial War Museum: Setting up a special archive – David Lance
• Norman Walker: A discography – Malcolm Walker
• Elizabeth Rethberg – John Steane

No. 68 – Oct. 1977

• Royal records: His Master’s Voice 78s – John F. Perkins
• Cadenzas in piano concertos – Denis Matthews
• The voice of Henry Irving: An investigation – Richard Bebb
• The authenticity of Henry VIII Wolsey speech attributed to Henry Irving – J. Windsor Lewis
• Composer’s anthology 8 – Stephen Dodgson
• Recordings of music by Stephen Dodgson – Eric Hughes
• Heddle Nash – Grenville Eves

No. 69 – Jan. 1978

• The influence of the record industry on musical life today – Sir Claus Moser, Peter Andry, John Denison
• The Mandinka kora – Edward Greenfield and Manoug Parikian
• Vienna: The first Gramophone recordings – Alan Kelly, John F. Perkins and John Ward
• Eduard Erdmann (1896-1958) – Lottie Krebs

No. 70-71 – April-July 1978

• Pierre Bernac: The man and the artist – Winifred Radford
• Fanny Davies – Lady Dorothy Mayer
• Fanny Davies recordings
  o 1. Discs – Patrick Saul & Chris Ellis
  o 2. Piano rolls – Gerald Stonehill
• Tchaikovski: Songs – Harold Barnes
• Constant Lambert – Angus Morrison
• Medtner: Friend and master – Edna Iles
• Medtner recordings
  o 1. Works by Medtner – Eric Hughes
  o 2. Medtner as pianist – Barry Martyn
  o 3. Piano rolls – Gerald Stonehill
• Recordings of Edna Iles in the BIRS collection
• French opera as performed 50 years ago and today – Max De Schauensee
• Sam Greaves (1913-1976) – Alan Kelly
• MIDEM at Cannes, 20-26 Jan. 1978

No. 72 – Oct. 1978
• Ernest Ansermet – Felix Aprahamian
• Facsimiles of letters to Felix Aprahamian – Ernest Ansermet
• The international music collection
• Palearctic bird sound recordings – Jeffery Boswall, Ron Kettle, Walter Thiede and Ulrike Thiede
• Index to Recorded Sound 45-72

No. 73 – Jan. 1979
• Selma Kurz: A discography – Alan Kelly, John F. Perkins & John Ward
• Manuel Lazarenko
• Artur Rodzinski: A Discography – Michael Gray
• S.V. Rachmaninov: Songs – Harold Barnes

No. 74-75 – April-July 1979
• BLOWS: The second five years – Patrick Sellar
• BLOWS: The tape collection – Ron Kettle
• Our debt to Ludwig Koch: Master of nature’s music – John F. Burton
• The International Bio-Acoustics Council – Patrick Sellar
• The library of natural sounds at the laboratory of ornithology, Cornell University – James L. Gulledge
• The BBC collection of wildlife sounds: progress during the years 1974-1978 – John F. Burton
• The Wildlife Sound Recording Society – Ken Haselock
• Recent Soviet publications on wildlife sound recording and bio-acoustics – Michael G. Wilson
• A discography of Soviet wildlife sound – Jeffery Boswall
• Bird-sound recording in Australia – Norman F. Robinson
• Bird-sound recording in New Zealand – John Kendrick
• A catalogue of New Zealand wildlife sound recordings – Les McPherson
• A revised world list of wildlife sound libraries – Jeffery Boswall
• A supplementary bibliography of wildlife discographies – Jeffery Boswall
• Additions to a dicography of bird sound from the Ethiopian zoogeographical region – Jeffery Boswall and Ron Kettle
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— Balzer, Edition: a Danish history of music in sound rev by Eric Hughes 22–23 90
— Bands, Savoy see Savoy Bands
— Bantock, Sir Granville, by R. L. E. Foreman 32 338–42
— Aeolian piano rolls of works by, by Gerald C. Stonehill 32 343
— Bathori, Jane, by Harold M. Barnes 4 109–10
— Bas, Sir Arnold, by R. L. E. Foreman 29–30 277–83
— Becker, Fritz, G & T records by, *3 14
— Benson Orchestra of Chicago, The, by Brian Rust 31 322–4
— Bernac, Pierre, by Eric Hughes and Patrick Saul 18 322–7
— Bernhardt, Sarah, by M. L. Gardner 37 588–92
— Bertini catalogue for June 1898, rev 19 171
— Biliquist, Ulla, by G. Bredevik rev 42 43 780
— Bird sound, Australasian region: A Catalogue of tape and gramophone records of, by J. Boswallow rev 22 23 92
— Bird sound from the Ethiopian zoogeographical region, and M. E. W. North rev 36 554
— Bird sound recordings, Paerlatic, by J. Boswallow rev 22 23 92
— Bird sound recordings, New Paerlatic, by J. Boswallow rev 34 471
— L'Oiseau: discography critique, by J. C. Roché rev 34 470–1
— Björkling, Jussi, A Complete discography of, by R. P. Seemungal rev 17 306–7
— Björkling, Jussi: a record list, rev 39 660–1
— Blues records January 2 1943 to December 1966, by M. Ledbetter and N. Slaven rev by Brian Rust 38 628–9
— Brunswick, English, 78/45 rpm (0) 1000 series, compiled by J. Hayes, B. and D. Luton rev by John Mitchell 28 261
— Britten, Lillian, G & T record by, *3 14, 18
— Bush, Geoffrey, Tape recordings of music by, in the collection of the British Institute of Recorded Sound 40 694–5
— Busoni, Ferruccio, by Patrick Saul 8 258–61
— Caruso, Enrico: his recorded legacy, by J. Freestone and H. J. Drummond rev by Boris Semeonoff I 30–1
— Casella, Alfredo, by Eric Hughes and Gerald C. Stonehill 30 237–40
— Chaliapin, Feodor, see Boris Godounov: 1928
— Chaminade, Cécile, *3 14, 18
— Cole, Maurice, by John Mitchell 29–30 291–2
— Columbia (British) LB series of ten-inch light blue 78 rpm records, The: a numerical list compiled by Eric Hughes *15–16 8–14
— Copeland, George, by Jerrold Northrop Moore 25 142–7
— —, Pianola rolls by, by John Farmer and Gerald Stonehill 25 147
— Courts and kings, Music of, by Angela Noble 21 23–5
— Croizé, Claire *1 25–9
— Dacapo, by K. Liliedahl rev 42 43 780
— De Grief, Arthur, see Grief, Arthur de
— De Reszke, see Reszke
— Deutscher Sprechplatten, Die, by A. Littmann rev by Ewald Junge 14 228
— Dietmer, Louis, G & T records by, *3 14
— Dokumentarmaterial, [Swedish] Nationalfondetek: Nominalkatalog över, rev 22 23 93
— Donemus audio-visual series, The, by R. N. Degens 36 520–3
— Dramatic performances on long-playing records, Broadway on records—1900–1960; a selected list of musical and, compiled by J. L. Limbachcher
— see also Play, Theatre
— Duettistes parisienbes *3 15
Discographies (continued)
— Edison Amberol cylinder records, by S. H. Carter rev 14 228
— Edison Bell ‘Winner’ see ‘Winner’
— Edison cylinder records, by A. Koenigsberg rev by W. R. Moran 38 626
— Edison two-minute cylinder records, by S. H. Carter rev 19 371
— Ebischütz, Ilona, G & T records by, *3 5, 15, 18–9
— Electronic music and musique concrète, by Hugh Davies 14 205–24, 22–23 69–78
— Elgar, Sir Edward, by Jerrold Northrop Moore 9 ii–iii, 1–48
— Recorded talks about, in the BBC Recorded Programmes Library *5 19
— —, Recordings conducted by, *5 17–9
— Ellington’s story on records, Duke, by L. Massigli, L. Pusateri, and G. M. Volonté rev 29–30 306; rev by Brian Rust 37 593
— Endrèze, Arthur, by Harold M. Barnes and Victor Girard 27 207–9
— English Singers, The 20 380–1
— Ethnolinguistics—Ethnomusicology Archive of the Italian State Record Library, Catalogue of recordings in the rev 32 348–9
— Finnish records 1902–45, Catalogue of, by U. Haapanen rev 42 43 781
— Fischer, Edwin, by Eric Hughes 5 158–63
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—Folk and classical music of the Orient, by Peter Crossley-Holland 1-11 75-102
—Folk music, An international catalogue of published records of, by Klaus P. Wachsmann *17-18 i-iii, 1-37
—Folk plays, by Douglas Kennedy *6 24

—Fonopolis, Disch, Supplement to, by J. R. Bennett rev by Harold M. Barnes *16-7

—Gardner, John, recordings 44 803-4

—German speech records, see Deutschen Sprechplatten

—Ginster, Ria, by Robert Jones 20 383-8

—Grainger, Percy G & T records by *3 15, 18


—The Danish His Master's Voice DA and DB series, by H. Rosenberg rev by Eric Hughes 22-23 50

—English catalogue, by J. R. Bennett rev by Harold M. Barnes *7 3-4

—Broad label catalogue of...'DA' His Master's Voice recordings, 1924-56, by J. R. Bennett and E. Hughes rev 14 228

—International red label catalogue of...'DB' His Master's Voice recordings, by J. R. Bennett and E. Hughes rev 5 166

—Italian catalogue, by J. R. Bennett rev by Harold M. Barnes *7 19-20

—see also Balzer

—Gref, Arthur, The Recording sessions of, by Harry L. Anderson 30 285-91

—Greene, Harry Plunkett 32 329-30

—Greg, Edward *3 15, 19

—Gross, P. P., G & T records by, *3 15

—Grünfeld, Alfred, G & T records by, *3 15-6

—Hahn, Reynaldo, by Harold M. Barnes and Victor Giraud 21 16-8

—Hess, Myra, by E. F. Clough and G. J. Cuming 24 104-6

—Hindemith, Paul, als Dirigent und Solist im Rundfunk, rev 22-23 92-3

—Historical records: 1898-1908/9, by R. Bauer rev 42 43 781

—Hoffmann, Josef, G & T records by, *3 16

—Hot-Dance-Musik, Die Deutsche 78er Discographie der Jazz- und, by H. H. LANGE rev 28 260

—Insect sound recordings, Palaeartic, by J. Boswall rev 36 556

—Italian music, Contemporary: unrecorded works 38 615-20

—Italy, Musica popolare, Centro Nazionale Studi di: Catalogo sommario delle registrazioni. rev 22 23-3

—Janota, Nathalie *3 16, 18

—Jazz on record, by A. McCarthy, A. Morgan, P. Oliver, and M. Harrison rev by Brian Rust 38 627

—Jazz- und Hot-Dance-Musik, Die Deutsche 78er Discographie der, by H. H. Lange rev 28 260

—Kings, Music of courts and, by Angela Noble 21 23-5

—Kraus, Clemens, Performances by: non-commercial recordings in the archives of the West German Radio and the Clemens Krauss-Archiv, Vienna 42-43 743-7

—Landowska, Wanda: recordings of broadcasts *15-16 14-5

—Leider, Frida, by Harold M. Barnes *7 14-9

—Lhévinne, Josef, by Harry L. Anderson 44 79-1

—Lhévinne, Rosina, by Harry L. Anderson 44 797

—Listening Library: catalogue of recorded literature, rev by John Mitchell *15 28-31

—Lubin, Germaine, by Harold M. Barnes 19 367

—Luynes, Elisabeth, Recorded music by, by Eric Hughes and Sylvia Junge 38 599-600

—Mammal sound recordings, Palaeartic, by Jeffery Boswall 22-23 88-9

—Martinell [I, Giovanni] on LP records, by Derek Aylward 8 239-41 88-9

—Recordings of broadcasts by, 8 241

—Matthey, Tobias, 5 143

—Mayer, H., G & T record by *3 16

—McCormack, John: the complete discography, by L. F. X. McDermott Roe rev by Robert Irwin *6 24-6

—Meisteringers, Die—1928 [Berlin State Opera], by A. F. R. Lawrence *8 2-5

—Melchor, Lauritz: a discography, compiled by H. Hansen rev 22-23 91

—Merrick, Frank 18 340-1

—Michalova, Maria, by Harold M. Barnes 33 366-80

—Michalowski, Alexander, G & T record by, *3 16

—Modern music on records, Guide to, ed. R. Simpson and O. Prenn rev *11-12 32

—Motion pictures, A selected list of recorded musical scores from radio, television, and, compiled by J. L. Limbacher rev 2 59


—Musique concrete, Electronic music and, by Hugh Davies 14 205-24, 22 69-78

—Neveu, Ginette, by Eric Hughes *7 23

—Nielsen, Carl, discography, by C. Fabricius-Bjerre rev 20 396

—Nordic music, National recordings see Amphibian, Bird, Insect, Mammal

—Nordal, Tord, by Sverre H. Aas 35 495

—Plays, Folks, by Douglas Kennedy *6 24

—see also Drama, Theatre

—Poetry in English, Twentieth century: contemporary recordings of the poets reading their own poems. rev by John Mitchell *15-16 28-31

—Poetry on records and tapes, Spoken, compiled by H. C. Hastings rev by John Mitchell *15-16 28-31

—see also Speech

—Printemps, Yvonne, by Vivian Liff 31 311-3

—Pugno, Raoul *3 17, 19

—Radio, television, and motion pictures, A Selected list of recorded musical scores from compiled by J. L. Limbacher rev 2 59

—Regional music, Listed in issued recordings as, by Jean Rimmer *14 3-5

—Reske, Jean de, by John Stratton 27 209-13

—Reska, K. Liliendahl rev 42 43 780

—Rolf, Ernst, by K. Liliendahl rev 42-43 780

—Ronald, Landon, G & T piano records by, *3 17-8

—Rosemary, Morize, L. Anderson and Patrick Saul 7 217-20

—Roussel, Albert: unrecorded works, by Georges Manal 38 621

—Rummel, Franz *3 17

—Saint-Saëns, Camille, G & T records by, *3 17

—Samuel, Harold, by Harry L. Anderson 6 191-2

—Savoy Bands of the twenties, The, by Brian Rust 25 150-7, 26 193-5

—Schalk, Franz, by Eric Hughes 38 655

—Schütz, Aksel: a discography, by H. Rosenberg rev 27 232

—Schulnus, Heinrich, by Steven Smolian *14 5-24, *15-16 16-26

—Schurr, Friedrich, by Steven Smolian *8 6-10

—see also Meistersingers, Die, 1928

—Slobodkina, Oda, by Harold M. Barnes and Sylvia Junge 35 502-5

—Sonora, by B. Englund IV. rev 38 627, V. rev 42-43 780


—Speech records, German, see Deutschen Sprechplatten

—Spoken poetry on records and tapes, compiled by H. C. Hastings rev by John Mitchell *15-16 28-31

—see also Poetry

—Stevenson, Ronald 42-43 755

—Supervia, Conchita, by Harold M. Barnes *4 19-26

—Swedish National Phonophone discographies see Billquist, Dacapo, Resia, Rolf, Sonora

—Television, and motion pictures, A Selected list of recorded musical scores from radio, compiled by J. L. Limbacher rev 2 59

—Tennyson, [Alfred Lord], phonograph records, The, *3 5-7

—Tennyson, Sir Charles [Alfred Lord] Tennyson poems recorded for the British Council *3 7-8

—Theatrical events: a selected list of musical and dramatic performance on long-playing records, by J. L. Limbacher rev 42-43 782

—see also Drama, Play

—Thomas, Dylan, by Marie Slocombe and Patricia Saul 3 80-95

—Toscannini, Arturo: a complete discography rev 32 349

—Valen, [Fartiein], Records of music by, *11-12 9-10

—Vanni Martino, by Harry L. Anderson 29 269-72

—Villa-Lobos: in discografia, rev by Eric Hughes 28 262

—Vocal vocal records, Numerical catalogue of red-seal, by J. A. Léon Part 1 rev 16 283; Part 2 rev 37 594

—Whitman, Paul, by Brian Rust 27 219-28, 28 255-8

—Whitman, Walt, music, The World of, by K. P. Neilson rev 42-43 781

—Wild life sound, British, by Jeffery Boswall 34 463-5

—see also Amphibian, Bird, Insect, Mammal
Discographies, a Bibliography of, by Carl L. Bruun and John Gray 7 206–13
Discoteca, Pistoia see Italian State Record Library
Discothèque idéale, La, by C. de Nys rev by Eric Hughes I 31
'Discothèque municipale de Neuilly-sur-Seine, La,' by C. Gilbrin Abstract 13 190
'Diskoteeks i Göteborg,' by S. Petri Abstract 19 368
Disque en France, Le, by F. Bloch rev 28 263
Documentary programmes on tape, by Peter Bastin rev 41 729–30
Dohnanyi, Ernst von S 133
Dokumentarmaterial; [Swedish] Nationalfornotenek: Nominalkatalog över rev 22–23 93
Donemus, Twenty years of, by André Jourres 36 518–20
' Don't ignore the gifted listener,' by G. Stevenson Abstract 10–11 125
Dove, Jack, L. R. McColvin, and H. Reeves. Music libraries rev 29 394–5
Downes, Ralph. Organ music, organ design, and the professional organist 13 176–80
Drama, Recorded literature and, by J. W. Lambert 3 63–70
Dramatic performances on long-playing records, Broadway on records— 1900–1960: a selected list of musical and, compiled by J. L. Limbach rev 2 399
—see also Play
Drummond, H. J., and J. Freestone. Enrico Caruso: his recorded legacy rev by Boris Semeonoff I 30–1
Duckles, Vincent. Music reference and research materials. rev 19 370–1
—Dudley Public Libraries’, by A. Wilson Abstract 13 189
‘Duettistes parisiennes’ discography *3 15
Durey, Louis. Les Musiciens que j’ai connus, by Jane Bathori 15 238–45
—photo 41 bet 700–1
Dutch electronic music studios, by Frits Weiland 36 549–53
Dutch performers on records, by R. N. Degens 36 534–6
Dutch street-organ, The, by R. de Waard 36 537–41 photo 36 facing 535
—see also Netherlands
Duval, Denise photo facing 710
Early piano-forte recordings, by S. J. Capes *3 13–9
‘Echoes of bugle and drum,’ by G. Stevenson Abstract 12 155
Eckersley, Timothy. The Recorded Programmes Library of the BBC 6 181–5
Edison Amberol cylinder records, by S. H. Carter rev 14 228
Edison and his phonograph, by J. L. Young rev 42–43 770–1
Edison Bell photographs: 1903 English catalogue rev 19 371
Edison Bell ’Winner’, Numerical list of, by K. Adrian rev 42–43 779
Edison cylinder records, 1889–1912, with an illustrated history of the phonograph, by A. Koeningberg rev by W. R. Moran 38 626
Edisonica Limited, Price List 1898. rev 22–23 94
Edison two-minute cylinder records, by S. H. Carter rev 19 371
Edition Balzer see Balzer
Edmonton, Canada. Library. ‘The Phonograph record collection’ Abstract 8 277
Education, An Experiment in postgraduate medical, by John and Valerie Graves *10 7–11
Education, The Gramophone in—the early days, by Alec Robertson 33 381–2
Education, Music and; issue of Composer devoted to, rev 25 161
—see also Learning, Lesson, Study, Teacher, Teaching
Elebenschütz, Ilona, G & T records by, *3 15, 18–9
18th century music in print, 17th and, by Susie Jeans 12 142–5
Einstein, by Bernard Shaw 3 76–9
Electronic electrical disc recording, The evolution of the microphone and, by Peter Ford 8 266–76
Electronic music and musique concrète, A Discography of, by Hugh Davies 14 205–24, 22–33 69–70
Electronic music studios, Dutch, by Frits Weiland 36 549–53
Elgar Blair, Carice. Foreword to An Elgar Discography, by Jerrold Northrop Moore 9 i
Elgar, Portrait of, by Michael Kennedy rev by J. N. Moore 32 347
—Recorded talks about, in the BBC Recorded Programmes Library *5 19
—Records conducted by, *5 17–9
—Some memories of—Back to ’95, by Mrs. Richard Powell *5 2–9
—, the record for posterity, by Diana McVeagh *5 9–16
Elizabeth, Queen [now the Queen Mother] see York, Duchess of
Ellingston’s story on records, Duke, by L. Massigli, L. Pusateri, and G. M. Volonté rev 29–30 306; and by Brian Rust 37 593
Eleman story. Mechanical recordings for the linguistic atlas of England *1 2–6
EMG Handmade Gramophones. The Art of record buying. rev 157–8
—The Art of record buying: a list of recommended microgroove recordings. rev 29–30 305
EMI see Gramophone Company
Encyclopaedia of recorded music, The World’s—third supplement, by F. F. Clough and G. J. Cuming rev by Valentine Britten *3 21–5
Endrée, Arthur (barytone): a discography, by Harold M. Barnes and Victor Girard 27 207–8
—photo 27 bet 214–5
England, Folk song in, by A. L. Lloyd rev 37 594
England, Mechanical recordings for the linguistic atlas of, by Stanley Ellis *1 2–6
England, 17th and 18th organ music in, by Susi Jeans 12 142–5
English, Twentieth century poets in: contemporary recordings of the poets reading their own poems rev by John Mitchell *15–16 28–31
English Brunoise 78/45 rpm (0)1000 series, compiled by J. Hayes, B. and D. Luxton rev by John Mitchell 28 261
English catalogue [of the Gramophone Company]; Voices of the past, vol. I: by J. R. Bennett rev by Harold M. Barnes *3 23–4
English dialects surveyed, by John Wells 19 353–6
English dialects, survey of, by, H. Orton and E. Dieth rev 27 232
English literature. The British Council’s Recorded Sound Section, by Peter Orr 31 315–8
English singer, by Margaret Stewart rev 39 663
English Singers, The, by, Steuart Wilson 20 375–9—discography 20 380–1
—photo 20 facing 378
Englund, Björn. Sonora discography Part IV rev 38 627; Part Vrev 39 628–30
Epstein, Dena J. Music publishing in Chicago before 1871: the firm of Root and Cady rev 36 554
Erdmann, Eduard, Begegnungen mit, ed. C. Bitter and M. Schlösser rev by Ewald Junge 41 730
Errata in Recorded Sound 1–20 20 396–7
Escher, Viscount, obit 13 163
—photo with Viscountess Escher 10–11 facing 54
Ethiopian zoogeographical region. A discography of bird sound from the, by J. Boswall and M. E. W. North rev 36 554
—Canary Islands. The Whistled language of Gomera, by André Calle *7 12–4
Ethnomusicologists-Ethnomusicology Archive of the Italian State Record Library, Catalogue of recordings in the, rev 32 348–9
Ethnomusicological material, The Collecting of folk music and other, ed M. Karplus rev by John Levy *14 26–8
Ethnomusicology
—Africa, Melodic imports and exports: a byproduct of recording in Southern, by David Rycroft *3 19–21
—African Music Society of Johannesburg see Africa south of the Sahara
—Africa south of the Sahara, the Sociology of recording in, by Klaus Wachsmann *14 24–6
—Zulu male traditional singing, by David Rycroft *5 23–7
—American folksong, by W. Guthrie rev by Joanne Rimmer 14 229–30
—see also United States
—‘Ancient music, I search for,’ by L. Boulton Abstract 16 281
Asia, South East. The Naga king’s daughter, by S. Wavell rev by Anthony Christie 18 344
—see also Orient
—Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies, The, by, Alice M. Moyle and Ken Pounsett 37 583–7
—Ball, The Gamelan music of Java and, by D. A. Lentz rev by Alastair Dick 24 125–6
—Ball, Music in, by C. McPhee rev by Alastair Dick 24 125–6
—Canada. Kwakiutl Indians *10 1
—Colombia. The Cocaine eaters, by D. Tayler and B. Moser rev 22–23 95
—Colombia, The Music of some Indian tribes of, by Donald Taylor 29–30 supplement i–xxii; 31 supplement xxiii–xlvi; 32 supplement xvii–xxix
Index to Bulletin 1-18 and Recorded Sound 1-44
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Fabricius-Bjerve, Carl. *Niels Isachsen.* rev 20 396
2nd edition rev 38 627

Fabulous phonograph, The, by R. Gelatt rev 22 23

Farnell, John. The Reproducing piano 25 131–4, 26 172–80, 28 249–54
—, and Gerald C. Stonehill. Piano rolls by George Copeland 25 147
—rev *A Guidebook of automatic musical instruments,* by Q. David
Bowers 38 628

Farnum, D. Lynn, Group Inc., compilers. *The ASCAP biographical
dictionary of composers, authors, and publishers,* by John Mitchell
28 262

Faujé, Gabriel. *Les Musiciens que j'ai connus,* by Jane Bathori
5 144–51

Ferguson, Howard. Harold Samuel 6 186–90
—Myra Hess 24 102–3

Fernery, Ruth. Cortot 16 266–9

50 French songs: lessons in style and interpretation, by C. Panzéra
rev 28 260–1

Film music, by Malcolm Arnold 18 328–34

Flemish relation to the theatre; Theatre sound and image—archives of
tapes and, by L. S. Hoefnagels 36 526–8
—see also Cinema, Motion pictures, Movies

Finnish records 1902–45, Catalogue of, by U. Haapanen rev 42 43 780
—see also Scandinavian studies

Firmage, George E. E. Cummings: a bibliography. rev 12 157
First Pintsa discography, The, by Pasquale Verdutti *77 21

Fischer, Edwin, by Marcella Barzetti 5 152–7

Fischer, Edwin, by Denis Matthews 39 649–54

Fischer, Edwin, *Dunk an,* rev by Marcella Barzetti 6 195–6
—discography, by Eric Hughes 5 158–63
—photo 5 140

Fisher, Esther. Busoni and Philipp 8 242–8

Fisher, Michael E., La Niña de los Peines *10 17–20
—V. Girard, and P. Saul. La Niña de los Peines discography *10 20–4

Flamenco, The Art of, by D. E. Pohren rev 28 259–60

Flamenco—the music of Andalusia, by Manuel Lazareno 21 2–10

—La Niña de los Peines, by Michael E. Fisher *10 17–20

Flamencos de Cadiz Bay, The, by G. Howson rev 21 32

Fliedmann, Aloys. Arnold Bax 29–30 273–6

Foester, Heinz von, and J. W. Beuchamp, eds. *Music by computers,* rev 37 593

Folk and classical music of the Orient, International catalogue of records of,
by Peter Crossley-Holland 10–11 75–102

Folk and Primitive Music, The Indiana University Archives of, by
George List *15 3–7

Folk music, and the Indiana University Archives, by
—, and John Rimmer *15 3–7

Folk music and other ethnomusicological materials. The Collecting of,
ed M. Karpeles rev by John Levy *14 26–8

Folk music, Ethnomusicology and: an international bibliography of
dissertations and theses, compiled by F. Gills and A. P. Merriam
rev by Alastair Dick 25 161

Folk Music, An International catalogue of published records of,
by Klaus P. Wachsmann *17 18–111, 1–37

Folk Music in the United States, An Introduction to, by B. Nettl
rev by Stephen Sedley 17 308–9

Folk music record archives, International directory of, by Peter
Crossley-Holland 10–11 103–14

Folk music, Select bibliography of European, ed. Karel Vetterl and
others rev 32 347–8
—see also Ethnomusicology

Folk Play, The, by Douglas Kennedy *6 21–4
—discography, by Douglas Kennedy *6 24

Folksong, American, by W. Guthrie rev by Joan Rimmer 14 229–30

Folk song in England, by A. L. Lloyd rev 37 594

Stephen Sedley 17 308

—*Tomtopla, Dischi,* Supplement to, by J. R. Bennett rev by Harold M.
Barnes *9 16–7

Ford, Peter. History of Sound Recording
I. The age of empiricism (1877–1924) 7 221–9
II. The evolution of the microphone and electrical disk recording
8 266–76
III. The evolution of magnetic recording 10–11 115–23
IV. Motion picture and television sound recording 12 146–54
V. The evolution of stereophonic sound techniques 13 181–8
—rev *Basic Audio,* by N. H. Crowhurst *15 26 27–8

Free jazz, book of; a bibliography of sound reproduction, compiled by
J. Spencer *11 32–1

Foreman, R. E. L. Arnold Bax: a discography 29–30 277–83
—edo. Havergal Brian, a collection of essays. rev 37 593–4
—*Granville Bantock, 1868–1946* 32 335–8
—Sir Granville Bantock: a discography 32 338–42
Fox, Lilla M. Instruments of processional music. rev by Sylvia Junge 36 356
France, Le Disque en, by F. Bloch rev 28 263
Freestone, John, and H. J. Drummond. Enrico Caruso: his recorded legacy. rev by Boris Semenchio 1 30–1
‘French national archive of recordings, The,’ by R. Décollogne
Abstract 8 277–8
French songs. 50: lessons in style and interpretation, by C. Panizera rev 28 260–1
Frey, J. E. ‘Recorded reviews’ Abstract 19 368
From music boxes to street organs, by R. O. da Veer rev by Guy Oldham 39 660
Fry, D. B. photo 31 facing 308
Fugelsangen en verden af musik, by Poul Bondesen rev 35 514
Furtwängler, Wilhelm, as a symphonic conductor, by Marcela Barzetti 39 643–8
Fux, by E. Wellesz rev 21 31
Gamelan music of Java and Bali, The, by D. A. Lentz rev 24 125–6
Gammond, Peter, B. James, and M. Rayment. Music on record. rev by Eric Hughes 14 228–9
Garden, Mary photo 27 bet 214–5
Gardner, John; Composer’s anthology 44 798–803
Gardner, John, A. mirror invention for piano facsimile 44 facing 785
Gardner, John, recording techniques 44 803–5
Gardner, M. L. May Peterson 32 344–5
—May Peterson discography 32 346
Sarah Bernhardt (including discography) 37 588–92
Garnier, Palais. L’Opéra au, by S. Wolff rev 12 161
Gauld, Carlson photo 27 bet 214–5
Gerth, Roland. The Fabulous phonograph. rev *2 22–3
General bibliography for music research, by K. E. Mixter rev 12 162
General introduction to BLOWS, A, by Jeffery Boswall 34 408–11
General Practitioners, College of. An experiment in postgraduate medical education, by John and Valerie Graves *10 7–11
George VI, King see York, Duke of
George, W. H. Sound recording and ‘publication of acoustical research 1 1–2
Gerhardt, Elena, by Winifred Radford 40 671–7
German Radio and the Clemens Krauss-Archiv, Vienna; Performances by Clemens Krauss: non-commercial recordings in the archives of the West, 42–43 743–7
German Radio, Sound Archive of the, by F. W. Pauli *4 17–8
German speech records see Deutsche sprechplatten
—Terror und Widerstand 1933–45 rev 21 32–3
Gieseking, Walter. So wurde ich Pianist. rev by Marcella Barzetti 12 159–60
Gieseking, Walter, by Marcella Barzetti 6 168–73
Gilbert [Sir William], and Sullivan, The. The Handbook of, compiled by F. L. Moore *10 17–12
Gilblin, C. ‘La Discothèque municipale de Neully-sur-Seine’ Abstract 13 190
Gillis, Frank, and A. P. Merriam. Ethnomusicology and folk music: an international bibliography of dissertations and theses, rev by Alastair Dick 25 161
Ginster, Ria, by Robert Jones 20 382–3
discography, by Robert Jones 20 383–8
—photo 20 facing 378
Gipsy see Gypsy
—, and Harold M. Barnes. Reynaldo Hahn discography 21 16–8
—, M. E. Fisher, and P. Saul. La Niña de los Peines discography *10 20–4
Glyndebourne: a history of the Festival Opera, by S. Hughes rev 20 394
Gobbi, Tito. Simon Boccanegra 26 165–71
Goudonov, Boris see Boris Goudonov
‘Göteborg [Sweden], Diskotekakurs 1’, by S. Petri Abstract 19 368
Golden age recorded, The, by P. G. Hurst rev by Joan Pemberton Smith 14 229
Gold disc records, Daily Mail book of: the story of every disc that has sold over a million copies since 1903, by J. Murrells rev by John Mitchell 22 225
Gollancz, Victor. Journey towards music. rev 17 310
—, The Ring at Bayreuth, and some thoughts on operatic production. rev 22 23 91
Gomera, [Canary Islands,] The Whistled language of, by André Classe *7 12–4
Goodger, B. C. Modern languages. rev 32 350
Gordon Woodhouse, Violet, see Woodhouse
Grainer, Percy *14 1
—, early G&T records by, *3 15, 18
Grainer, Percy, by Frank Hovis 3 96–8
Grainer, Percy, by S. Olsen rev by Joan Pemberton Smith 14 230
Gramophone Company. The catalogue of ‘D’ and ‘E’ His Master’s Voice recordings, by M. Smith rev 6 196
—The Danish His Master’s Voice DA and DB series, by H. Rosenberg rev by Eric Hughes 22–23 90
—English catalogue, by J. R. Bennett rev by Harold M. Barnes *3 23–4
—International red label catalogue of ‘DA’ His Master’s Voice recordings, by J. R. Bennett and E. Hughes rev 14 228
—International red label catalogue of ‘DB’ His Master’s Voice recordings, by J. R. Bennett and E. Hughes rev 5 166
—Italian catalogue, by J. R. Bennett rev by Harold M. Barnes *7 19–20
—Mobile recording van photo 9 facing 23
—see also Balzer
Gramophone handbook, The, by P. Wilson rev *6 26
Gramophone in education, The—the early days, by Alec Robertson 33 381–2
Gramophone record libraries: a review article’, by E. Burbridge and J. Audley Abstract 1 14–15
Gramophone record libraries: a selection of recent books and articles, by Philip Plumb and Peter Davis 1 28–9
Gramophone records and the Concertgebouw Orchestra, by Jos Wouters 36 524–6
Gramophone records in public libraries, by L. R. McCoilin 1 22–7
—Gramophone records in the Public Library’, by E. T. Bryant Abstract 13 191–2
Gray, John and Valerie. An experiment in postgraduate medical education *10 7–11
Gray, John, compiler. The Columbia (British) LX series of 12-inch light blue 78 rpm records, a numerical list *11 12–10 31, *15 16 14
Gray, John, and Carl L. Bruun. A Bibliography of discographies 7 206–13
Graydon, Nell S., and M. D. Sizemore. The Amazing marriage of Marie Eustis and Josef Hofmann. rev 24 123
Great Pianists, The, by H. C. Schonberg rev 17 309
Great Records, The, ed Ivan March rev 29–30 305
—, Some reminiscent notes on, by Maurice Cole 29 30 284–5
Greene, Harry Plunkett, by Steuart Wilson 32 327–8
—as a teacher, by Margaret Ritchie 32 328–9
—discography 26 328–9
Greenfield, Alfred. GA 16 records by, *3 15–6
Guidebook of automatic musical instruments, A, by Q. David Bowers rev by John Farmer 38 628
Guide to modern music on records, ed R. Simpson and O. Penn rev *11 12 32
Guide to the bargain classics, A, rev by Eric Hughes 17 310–1
Guide to the better care of LP and stereo records, A, by C. E. Watts rev 17 306
Gunter, S., coventry Public Libraries’ Abstract 13 189
Gwynne, John. Violet Gordon Woodhouse 41 722–6
Gypsies, The, by D. Bhattacharya rev by Alastair Dick 24 124–5
Gypsy music, by A. L. Lloyd 19 357–61
Haaponen, Urpo. Catalogue of Finnish records 1902–45. rev 42 43780
Hagen, Carlos B, proposals presented to the 1966 meeting of the Association for Recorded Sound Collections 26 181–92
Hahn, Reynaldo, discography, by Harold M. Barnes and Victor Girard 21 16–8
—letters, photos 21 bet 16–7
—, Les Musiciens que j’ai connus, by Jane Bathori 5 144–51
—, some recollections, by Angus Morrison 21 11–6
Haitink, Bernard photos 36 bet 534–5, 38 facing 595
Hall-Craggs, Joan photos 35 facing 492
Hammack, M. C. 'A Review of the discussions of the workshop papers' Abstract 19 369
Hammond, Joan. *A voice, a life*, rev 39 661
Handbook of American operatic premieres, A, by J. Mattfeld rev 13 192
Handbook of Gilbert and Sullivan, The, compiled by F. L. Moore rev 10 11 127
Handbook of world opera, The, compiled by F. L. Moore rev 10 11 127
Hansen, Hans, compiler. *Lauritz Melchior: a discography*, rev 22 23 91
Smith 14 230
Hardwood, The Earl of. Verdi and style 19 347-52
Harries, T. W., C. A. Blackman, F. E. Stygall, R. G. Skan, and D. G. Stygall. *Liberal studies, J. rev 32 22 349
Harrison, Beatrice. Appendix to A British discography of wildlife sound, by Jeffery Boswall 34 464-5
— photo 22 9-3
Harrison, Max, A. McCarthy, A. Morgan, and P. Oliver. *Jazz on record*, rev by Brian Rust 38 627
Harrison, Frank, and J. Rimmer. *European musical instruments*, rev 19 370
Harrison, K. C. 'The gramophone record library' Abstract 4 129-30
Hatch. Anne Nichols, Lady *5 1
Harvard University, The Poetry Room at, by Jeanne Broburg 27 214-8
Haskell, P. T. The Library of Recorded Animal Sounds 3 99 — *Animal sounds and communication, ed W. E. Lanyon and W. N. Tavolga 2 59-60
Hawking, Henry C., compiler. Spoken poetry on records and tapes 39 395-8
— rev by John Mitchell *15-16 28-31
Hayes, Jim, B. and D. Luxton, compilers. *English Brunswick 78/45 rpm (0,000 series, rev by John Mitchell 28 261
Hegy, Robert, Franz Schalk and, by Mosco Carner 38 601-4
Henderson, E. J. A. rev *Instituts de phonétique et archives phonographiques*, by their publisher and others *26 8-9
Hemstock, Michael. Some notes on Angelica Pandolfini 38 622-5
Hes, Myra, by Howard Ferguson 24 102-3
— discography, by F. F. Clough and G. J. Cuming 24 104-6
— *biography 21 1
Hi-fi amplifiers, Measuring, by M. Horowitz rev 36 555-6
Hi-fi in the home, by J. Crabbe rev 39 662
Hi-fidelity searching & enclosures, by A. B. Cohen rev *2 21
Hi-fi; Pick up the key to, by J. Walton rev 21 32
High fidelity: a bibliography of sound reproduction, compiled by K. J. Spencer rev by Peter Ford *11-12 31-2
High fidelity and cine equipment guide, Tape recording year book: rev 6 196
—- *audio, Pick up, Tape*
High quality sound reproduction, by J. Moir rev *8 19-20
Hill, A. G. Drawing of the organ in Angers Cathedral photo 13 facing 178
Hill, Richard S., and K. Myers. Record ratings, rev *2 22
Hindemith, Paul, as Dirigent und Solist im Randfunk, rev 22-23 92-3
Hirsch, F. *Schallplattenansammlungen in öffentlichen Bibliotheken* Abstract 6 194
Hléop, Joseph, by Grenville Eves 38 606-14
— photo 38 facing [iv]
'His Master's Voice' see Gramophone Company
Historical archives of the Netherlands Radio Union, The, by Paul de Waart 36 541-5
Historic masters project, The, by Desmond Shawe-Taylor 42-43 776-8
Historical records 1898-1908/9, by R. Bauer rev 42-43 781
— *Historical Sound Recordings Program at Yale University, The*, by J. N. Moore Abstract 8 278
History in sound: a descriptive listing of the KIRO-CBS collection of broadcasts of the World War II years and after, in the phono-archive of the University of Washington, by M. Ryan rev 12 159
History of sound recording, by Peter Ford I. The age of empiricism (1877-1924) rev 7 221-9
II. The evolution of the microphone and electrical disk recording rev 8 266-76
III. The evolution of magnetic recording 10-11 115-23
IV. Motion picture and television sound recording 12 146-54
V. The evolution of stereophonic sound techniques 13 181-8
History of the pianoforte and pianoforte players, A, by Oscar Bie rev 39 662
— *history of violin playing from its origins to 1761 and its relationship to the violin and violin music, The*, by D. D. Boyden rev by Freda Steel 36 196-7
— *History, Oral: a new horizon* by E. I. Dixon Abstract 12 156
— Conference at the British Institute of Recorded Sound 13 December 1960 37 559
'HMV' see Gramophone Company
Hoefnagel, L. S. Theatre sound and image—archives of tapes and films relating to the theatre 36 526-8
Hofmann, Josef, G&T records by, *3 16
Hofmann, Josef, by Leonard Cassini 32 331-4
Hofmann, Josef, *The Amazing marriage of Marie Eustis and*, by N. S. Graydon and M. D. Sizemore rev 24 123
Hogaku preserved: a select list of long-playing records issued by Japanese record companies of the national music of Japan, by David Waterhouse 33 383-402
Holland see Dutch, Netherlands
— photo 41 bet 700-1
Hooper, John. Recording the surroundings of bats 34 450-5
— *photo 34 facing 435
Hope-Wallace, Philip. *Light opera 16 259-65
Horne, Joseph. The use of recording instruments in language teaching *11-12 6-7 Erratum *1 2
Horowitz, M. Measuring hi-fi amplifiers. rev 36 555-6
— *Contemporary Norwegian orchestral and chamber music 41 731
— *The life and songs of Carl Michael Bellman, by Paul Britten Austin 36 557-8
— *A short survey of music in Sweden 36 558
— *Svensk Musik: Vokalsmusik 3 36 558
— *Svensk Ton på skiva och band 36 558
— *Swedish music past and present 36 558
— *Swedish orchestral music, rev 36 558
Hot-Dance-Music 1930-56, Die Deutsche 78er Discographie der Jazz- und, by H. H. Lange rev 28 260
Howard, Graeme, and Philip Plumb, compilers. Articles on gramophone record libraries 4 29-30, 5 164-5, 6 193-4, 8 277-8, 10-11 124-5, 12 155-6, 13 189-90, 16 280-1, 19 368-9
Howson, Frank. *The Cheltenham Festival, rev 14 228-9
— *The Music of William Walton, rev 19 370
— Percy Grainger 3 96-8
How to build a speaker enclosure, by A. Badmaieff and D. Davis rev 28 262
How to make and money with your recorder, by H. Woodman rev 28 262-3
Howson, Gerald. *The Flamencos of Cadiz Bay, rev 21 32
Hughes, Eric. Alfredo Casella: a discography. Discs and tapes 23 279-9
— *The Columbia (British) LB series of 10-inch light blue 78 rpm records, a numerical list *15-16 8-14
— Edwin Fischer discography 36 528-63
— Franz Schalk discography 38 605
— Ginette Neuvy discography *7 23
—, and J. R. Bennett. *Voices of the past, vol. 4: The* Gramophone Company Ltd., International red label catalogue of 'DB' His Master's Voice recordings, 1924-1956, rev 5 166
—, and A. E. Cooban. Violet Gordon Woodhouse: a discography 41 77-80
—, and Sylvia Junge. Recorded music by Elisabeth Lutyens 38 599-600
—, and Patrick Saul. Pierre Bernac discography 18 322-7
—, and Desmond Shawe-Taylor. Arthur Nikisch discography 4 114-5
— *The Danish His Master's Voice DA and DB series, by H. Rosenberg 22-23 90
— *La Discothèque idéale, by C. de Nys 1 31
— *Edition Balter: a Danish history of music in sound 22-23 90
— *A guide to the bargain classics 17 310-1
— *Medieval and renaissance music on long-playing records, by J. Cooper and R. Colvig 17 311
— *Music on record, by P. Gammon, B. James, and M. Raymont 14 228-9
Graydon and M. Raymont 14 228-9
— *Polari index of record reviews 14 229
— *The Stereo record guide, by E. Greenfield, R. Layton, I. March, and D. Stevens. Vol. 2 4 131; Vol. 3 12 157; Vol. 4 22-23 90; Vol. 5 32-32D
— *Rapilla Lobos: en disgrafla 28 262
Hughes, Gervase. *Composers of operetta, rev 10-11 127
Hughes, Spike. *Glyndebourne: a history of the Festival Opera, rev 20 394
Hungarian composers, Contemporary, rev 42-43 782
Music reference and research materials, by V. Duckles rev 19 370–1
Musique concrète, A Discography of electronic music and, by Hugh Davies 18 205–24, 22–23 69–78
Muttoni, Enrique J. Uruguayan music and poetry on 78s 2 57–8
My association with the composers of the verismo school, by Giovanni Martinelli 8 232–8
Myers, Kurtz, and R. S. Hill. Record ratings. rev *2 22
Myers, Rollo. Emmanuel Chabrier and his circle. rev 38 628
My life and music, by A. Schnabel rev 42 43 781
Naga kina’s daughter, The, by S. Wavell rev by Anthony Christie 18 344
Nakatsubo, Rei. 100 singing birds. rev 36 556
‘Natural sounds on tape, Problems of storing,’ by P. P. Kellogg Abstract 6 193
Nature, Czechoslovak Radio’s sound atlas of, by Oldrich Unger 44 445–6
‘Also Amphibians, Animals, Bats, Biological acoustics, Birds, Insects, Mammals, Wild, Wildlife Nazism. Terror und Widerstand 1933–45. rev 21 32–3
Neilson, Kenneth P. The World of Walt Whitman music. rev 42 43 779
Netherlands, The Art of the organ in, by Piet Visser 36 529–31
—‘Delft, De Stichting discothee,’ by L. J. Van de Wolk Abstract 19 368
Netherlands, Ethnomusicology in the, by Bernard J. Broere and Sylvia Moore 36 545–9
Netherlands special issue of Recorded Sound 36
Netherlands Radio Union, The Historical archives of the, by Paul de Waart 36 541–5
—Theatre sound and image—archives of tapes and films relating to the theatre, by L. S. Hoefnagels 36 526–8
—Utrecht, The Sound archives of the University of, by R. L. Schuurma 15 246–50
—‘Zwolle, Uitleen-discothee,’ by S. H. Hus Abstract 16 280
—see also Dutch
—Reference material in ethnomusicology. rev 16 283
—Neuilly-sur-Seine, La Discothèque municipale de’, by C. Gilbril Abstract 13 190
Neveu, Ginette, by M-J. Ronze-Neveu rev *7 22
—discography, by Eric Hughes *7 23
New Orleans jazz: a family album, by A. Rose and E. Souchon rev 39 661, 42–43 782
‘New record library at Airdrie’ Abstract 12 155
New sounds for woodwind, by Bruno Bartolozzi rev 36 558
Newton, Ivor. At the piano. rev 24 126
‘New York Public Library, The’ by M. L. Simmons Abstract 19 368
New York Public Library, The Record Archive in the, by Philip L. Miller *5 20–2
Nicholls, Agnes, Lady Harty see Harty
Nielson, Erlin, discography, by C. Fabricius-Bjerre rev 20 396 2nd ed rev ed 36 627
Nikisch, Arthur, by Sir Adrian Boult 4 111–3
—discography, by Desmond Shawe-Taylor and Eric Hughes 4 114–5
Niña de los Peines, La, by Michael E. Fisher *10 17–20
—discography, by Victor Girard, Michael E. Fisher, and Patrick Saul *10 20–4
1900 catalogue of Henri Lecocq phonographs. rev 17 310
1903—Then and now; some bass reflections, by Eugene Croot 42–3 758–66
Nisbett, AlcE. The Technique of the sound studio. rev 10 11 126
Noble, Angela. Music of courts and kings 21 19–25
Nono, Luigi. A Meeting with, by Marcella Barretti 24 118–21
—Works by, on record[s] 24 121
North, Myles E. W. A sound recording project for African birds 34 436–44
—and J. Boswall. A discography of bird sound from the Ethiopian zoogeographical region. rev 36 554
—photo 34 434–5
Norwegian orchestral and chamber music, Contemporary, rev by John Horton 41 731
—see also Scandinavian
Note on the [British] Institute [of Recorded Sound]'s new premises, A 31 308
Notes for contributing recordists, by Patrick Sellars 34 412–8
—Notes for the hobbyist on the recording of animal sounds', by M. Kronengeld Abstract 12 156
Notes for users of BLOWS, by Patrick Sellars 34 418
Numerical catalogue of red-seal Victor vocal records, by J. A. Léon Part 1 rev 16 283; Part 2 rev 37 594

— The Columbia (British) LB series of 10-inch light blue 78 rpm records, compiled by Eric Hughes *15–16 8–14
— see also: Voices of the past
Numerical list of Edison Bell: 'Winner', by K. Adrian rev 42–43 779
Nys, Carl de. La Discothèque idéale, rev by Eric Hughes 1 31

Ogden, C. K. *7 2
Oiseau, L.: discographie critique, by J. C. Roché rev 34 470–1
Oldham, Guy. rev The cylinder musical box handbook, by Graham Webb 38 629

— rev From music boxes to street organs, by R. de Waard 39 660
Oliver, Paul, A. McCarthy, A. Morgan, and M. Harrison. Jazz on record rev by Brian Rust 38 627
Olsen, Sparer. Percy Grainger, rev by Joan Pemberton Smith 14 230
Olszewska, Maria, discography, by Harold Barnes *6 17–20
100 singing birds, by Reiji Nakatsubo rev 36 556
Opéra au Palais Garnier, L., by S. Wolff rev 12 161
Opera, Complete Oxford dictionary of, by H. Rosenthal and J. Warrack rev 17 310
Opera, Glyndebourne: a history of the Festival, by S. Hughes rev 20 394

Opera, Light, by Philip Hope-Wallace 16 259–65


Operas of Richard Strauss in Britain, The, by A. Jefferson rev 16 282
Operas, Richard Strauss: a critical study of, by W. Mann rev 17 311–2

Operas, [Russian] Dictionary of, by G. B. Bernardt rev 12 160–1
Operatic premieres, A Handbook of American, by J. Mattfeld rev 13 192
Operatic production, The Ring at Bayreuth, and some thoughts on, by V. Gollancz rev 22–23 91
Operatic singing style and the gramophone, by John Stratton 22–23 37–68
— see also Singing, Song, Vocal, Voice

Operetta, Composers of, by G. Hughes rev 10–11 127
Operettas, Dictionary-catalogue of operas and, compiled by J. Towers rev 42–43 780

— see also Light opera, Musical show

Oral history, Conference on, at the British Institute of Recorded Sound 13 Dec 1969 37 559
Organ in the Netherlands, The Art of the, by Piet Visser 36 520–31
— photos 36 534–5
Organ music in England, 17th and 18th century, by Susi Jeans 12 142–5
Organ music, organ design and the professional organist, by Ralph Downes 13 176–80
— photos 13 facing 176
Organ recordings, Six historic, by Cecil Clutton *11–12 2–5
Organ, Recording the, by N. D. Boyling 19 362–6
Organ, street-, from music boxes to, by R. de Waard rev by Guy Oldham 32 660
Organ, street-, The Dutch, by R. de Waard 36 537–41
— photo 36 facing 535
Orient and Occident, folk music of the; Technical media in the preservation and dissemination of classical traditional music of the Orient and, by Jack Bornoff and Peter Crossley-Holland 10–11 50–114

Orr, Peter. The British Council’s Recorded Sound Section 31 315–8
Ostwald, Peter F. Acoustic methods in psychiatry, rev 22–23 91–2
Oxford dictionary of opera, Concise, by H. Rosenthal and J. Warrack rev 17 310

Pachmann, Vladimir de, G & T records by *3 17–8
Paderewski, Ignace Jan, discography, by Harry L. Anderson *10 2–7
Palais Garnier Paris, L’Opéra au, by S. Wolff rev 12 161

Paleartic amphibian sound recordings, A discography of, by J. Boswall rev 36 558
Paleartic bird sound recordings, A Discography of, by J. Boswall rev 22–23 92
Paleartic bird sound recordings in 1964–65, New, by J. Boswall rev 34 471
Paleartic insect sound recordings, A Discography of, by J. Boswall rev 36 556

Paleartic mammal sound recordings, A discography of, by Jeffery Boswall 22–23 88–9
Palmier, Rex *5 1
Palmé, Sture. Wildlife recording by Swedish Broadcasting Corporation 34 447–8
— photo 34 bez 347–8
Pandolfi, Angelica, Some notes on, by Michael Henstock 38 622–5
Pane, C. B. Dawson see Dawson Pane
Panufnik, Andrzej. Karol Szymanowski 20 389–93
— photo 20 facing 379
Panzeré, Charles. 50 French songs: lessons in style and interpretation rev 28 260–1
Parish, C. The Birmingham (Subscription) Library’ Abstract 13 189
Pauli, F. W. Das Lautarchiv des Deutschen Rundfunks (Sound Archive of the German Radio) *4 17–8
Pearson, Mary D. Recordings in the public library, rev 12 158–9
Peines, La Niña de los, see Niña de los Peines
Pemberton Smith, Joan. see Smith, Joan Pemberton
Penguin guide to bargain records, The, by E. Greenfield, I. March, and D. Stevens rev 27 231
Percussion, Contemporary, by Reginald Smith Brindle rev 39 364
Performance and care of LP and stereo records, The, by Cecil Watts 2 46–54
Performance recording see Actual performance recording
Performances by Clemens Krauss: non-commercial recordings in the archives of the West German Radio and the Clemens Krauss-Archiv, Vienna 42–43 743–7
Performing rights, Copyright and, by C. B. Dawson Pane 1 I 1–10
Petersen, May, by M. L. Gardner 32 344–5
— discography, by M. L. Gardner 32 346
Petri, Egon, by John Wills 39 639–42
— photo 39 facing [iv]
Petri, S. 'Diskotekskurs i Göteborg' Abstract 19 368
Petzill, Olin Sewall, Jr. Message in Wildlife special issue of Recorded Sound 34 407
Phelan, Andrew. The Law and your tape recorder. rev 24 122–3
Philipp [J, Isaadore], Busoni and, by Esther Fisher 8 242–8
— discography 8 428
— photo 8 facing 255
Picts, Technical aids to listening, by Peter Ladekofeg *3 9–13
— The Whistled language of Gomera, by André Classe *7 12–14
— see also Language, Linguistics, Speech, Spoken
Phonogramm-Archiv, The Berlin, by Kurt Reinhard 2 44–5
Phonograph, Edison and his, by J. Lewis Young 42–43 779
Phonograph, An illustrated history of the, with Edison cylinder records, 1889–1912, by Allen Koenigsberg rev by W. R. Moran 38 626
— Phonograph records in serials’, by H. R. Skallrupr Abstract 12 155
Phonograph records, The Tennyson, by Sir Charles Tennyson *3 2–5
Phonographs and gramophones, early photos 7 bez 228–9
Phonographs, Edison Bell: 1903 English catalogue, rev by 19 371
— Edisonia Limited, price list 1898, rev 22–23 94
Phonographs, 1900 catalogue of Henri Lloret. rev 17 310
— Talking machines 1877–1914, by V. K. Chew rev 42–43 782
— see also Cylinder
Pianists, The Great, by H. C. Schonberg rev 17 309
Pianoforte and pianoforte players, A history of the, by Oscar Bie rev 39 662
Pianoforte recordings, Early, by S. J. Capes *3 13–9
Pianola Rolls by George Copeland, by John Farmer and Gerald Stonehill 25 147
— see also Automatic musical instruments, Player Piano, Reproducing piano
Pick-ups, Points on, by F. Wilson rev 17 306
Pick ups: the key to hi-fi, by J. Walton rev 21 32
— see also Audio, Hi-fi, High fidelity
Index to Bulletin 18 and Recorded Sound 1–44

Piper, Willem (1894–1947), by Jos Wouters 36 532–3
photos 36 bet 534–5
Pintao, Eulalio, le discographie, The First, by Pasquale Verducci rev *7 21
Pioneers in brass, by G. Bridges rev 21 32
Plante, Francis, discographie, by T. A. Soall 35 494
—concert programmes, letters, photos 35 489–92, bet 492–3
—patrimoine of the piano, by Irving Schwerdek 35 474–89
—play, The Folks, by Douglas Kennedy *6 21–4
—play, by Douglas Kennedy *6 24
—see also pianola
Player piano treasury, by H. N. Roehl rev by G. C. Stonehill 8 279
—see also Automatic musical instruments, Pianola, Reproducing piano
Plumb, Philip, and Peter Davis. Gramophone record libraries: a selection of recent books and articles 1 28–9
—, and Graeme Howard, compilers. Abstracts of articles on gramophone records 4 129–30, 5 164–5, 6 193–4, 7 278–8, 10–11 124–5, 12 155–6, 13 189–90, 16 280–1, 19 368–9
Plunkett, P. Helen, see, Green, Harry Plunkett
Poetry in English. Twentieth century: contemporaneous recordings of the poets reading their own poems. rev by John Mitchell *15–16 28–31
Poetry, National, and, by Michael Tippett 17 287–93
Poetry on records and tapes, Spoken, compiled by H. C. Hastings rev by John Mitchell *15–16 28–31
Poetry Room at Harvard University, The, by Jeanne Broburg 27 214–8
Poetry, Uruguayan music and, on 78s, by Enrique J. Muttoni 2 57–8
Pohren, Donn: E. The Art of flamenco, rev 1 28–29 590
Polack, Paul, see, Pickup, F. W., Wilson rev 17 306
Poda, S. Danielle, see, Sir Arthur Sullivan: an index to the texts of his vocal works, rev 12 162
Poland. 'Varsave, Mestaka kniovna ve: Vyzuiti magnetofonu', by O. Jereckova Abstract 16 280–1
Polar Index of record reviews, rev by Eric Hughes 14 229
Popular music: an annotated index of American popular songs, ed by N. Shapiro rev 21 30–1
—, Centro Naionale Studi di Musica popolare: Catalogo sommario delle registrazioni, rev 22–23 93
Popular music, Scottish and Irish, by Joan Rimmer 12 135–41
Portrait of Elgar, by Michael Kennedy rev by J. N. Moore 32 347
Polenc, by Pierre Bernac 41 698–704
—, Les musiciens que j'ai connus, by Jane Bathori 15 238–45
photographs 18 facing 32, 41 bet 700–1
Polenz's songs, by Pierre Bernac 18 315–21
Poulsen, Valdemar: piano photo 11–11 facing 55
E-o of record collecting, The, by James Martin rev by Desmond Shawe-Taylor *3 29–31
Pouknett, Ken, and Alice M. Moyle. The Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies 37 583–7
Powell, Mrs. Richard *5 1
—back to '95: some memories of Elgar *5 2–9
Prayer, S. S. The Penguine Book of Lieder. rev 16 282
Preliminary directory of sound recording collections in the United States and Canada, A. rev 32 349–50
Prenn, Oliver, and R. Simpson, ed. Guide to modern music on records. rev *11–12 32
Preservation and storage of sound recordings, by A. G. Pickett and M. M. Lemoine rev by Stanley Kelly *14 28–31
Preservation of valuable sounds, Some problems in the, by Patrick Saul *13 24–30
Preservation, John, H. Morris, P. Orr, and I. Scott-Kilvert: The Poet speaks: interviews with contemporary poets conducted by, rev 24 122
Primitive music, The Indiana University Archives of Folk and, by George List *15–16 3–7
—see also Ethnomusicology
Printemps, Yvonne, by Vivian Lifl (including discography and list of appearances) 31 309–14
Problems in the preservation of valuable sounds, Some, by Patrick Saul *13 24–30
Problems of record cataloguing, by Geoffrey J. Cuming 4 116–22
—problems of storing natural sounds on tape, by P. P. Kellogg Abstract 6 193
—proposal to the 1966 meeting of the Association for Recorded Sound Collections, by Charles B. Hagen 26 181–92
Prype-Jones, Alan. Szymansky *2 9–15
Psychiatry, Acoustic methods in, by P. F. Oswald rev 22–23 91–2
Publication of, acoustical research, Sound recording and, by W. H. George 1 11–2
—Public Library, Coventry, by S. Gunter Abstract 13 189
—Public Libraries, Dudley, by A. Wilson Abstract 13 189
—publications, Gramophone records in, by L. R. McColvin 1 22–7
—public library, Gramophone records in the, by E. T. Bryant Abstract 16 281
—Public Library, The New York; The Record archive in, by Phillip L. Miller *5 20–2
—public library, Recordings in the, by M. D. Pearson rev 12 158–9
—public library, Sutton Coldfield', by H. Sykes Abstract 13 190
Public performance see Actual performance
Publishers, The ASCAP biographical dictionary of composers, authors, and rev by John Mitchell 28 262
Pugno, Ranti, discographie, by M. Purves, Frederick. Bird song recording, rev by W. H. Thorpe 12 161
Pusateri, Libero, L. Massigli, and G. M. Volonté. Duke Ellington's story on records. rev 29–30 306; and by Brian Rust 37 593
Rachmaninov, by Edward Sackville-West *4 13–6
Radford, Robert, by Winifred Radford 39 632–8
—photos 39 bet [iv]–631
—Radford, Winifred. Elena Gerhardt 40 671–7
—Robert Radford 39 632–8
—Radio broadcasts of the World War II years and after, in the phonograph archive of the University of Washington; History in sound: a descriptive listing of the KIRO-CBS collection of, by M. Ryan rev 12 159
—Radio foretages Ljudarkiv', by K. B. Tainsk Abstract 6 193–4
—Paul Hindemith als Dirigent und Solist im Rundfunk, rev 22–23 92–3
—Radio, The role of; Technical media in the preservation and dissimulation of classical traditional music of the Orient and folk music of the Orient and Occident, by Jack Bornoff 10–11 55–64
—Radio, Sound Archive of the German, by F. W. Pauli *4 17–8
—Radio, television, and motion pictures, A selected list of musical scores from, compiled by J. L. Limbacher rev 2 59
—Radio, West German, and the Clemens Krauss-Archiv, Vienna; Performances by Clemens Krauss: non-commercial recordings in the archives of, the 42–43 743–7
—see also Broadcast
Ragge, David R. Recording insect sounds 34 456–7
Ravel, Maurice. Les Musiciens que j'ai connus, by Jane Bathori 5 144–51
Raymon, Malcolm, P. Gammond, and B. James, Music on record, rev by Eric Hughes 14 228–9
Recollections of Claire Croiza, by Betty Bannerman *1 12–25
Record Archive in the New York Public Library, The, by Philip L. Miller *5 20–2
—record collections, 1960', by C. K. Davis Abstract 4 129
—recorded evidence, by Eryl Hall Williams 12 130–4
—recorded literature and drama, by J. W. Lambert 3 63–70
—Recorded Programmes Libraries of the BBC, The, by Timothy Eckersley 6 181–8
—recorded reviews', by J. E. Frey Abstract 19 368
—Recorded Sound 1–20, Corrections to, 20 396–7
—Recorder, How to make money with your, by H. Woodman rev 28 262–3
—see also Magnetic, Tape
Recording, History of sound, by Peter Ford I. The age of empiricism (1877–1927) 7 221–9
II. The evolution of the microphone and electrical disc recording 8 266–76
III. The evaluation of magnetic recording 10–11 115–23
IV. Motion picture and television sound recording 12 146–54
V. The evolution of stereophonic sound techniques 13 181–8
—Recording insect sounds, by David R. Ragge 34 456–7
—Recordings and the study of musical instruments, by Anthony Baines *1 6–8
—Recordings in the Public Library, by M. D. Pearson rev 12 158–9
—Recordings of Jean de Reszke, The, by John Stratton 27 209–13
—Recording the organ, by N. D. Boyling 19 362–6
—recording the sounds of bats, by John Hooper 34 450–5
—photos 34 facing 435
—recording the voices of the wild, by Eric Simms *2 16–20
—record ratings, by K. Myers and R. S. Hill rev *2 22
—reed, W. H. photo 9 bet 22–3
Stannard, June. Bird sound recording in South Africa 34 434-5
State Opera, Berlin, see Berlin State Opera
Steel, Freda. *The History of violin playing from its origins to 1761* and its relationship to the violin and violin music, by D. D. Boyden 26 196-7
Stereophonic recording of wireless sounds, by Sten Wahlström
Stereophonic sound techniques, the evolution of, by Peter Ford 13 181-8
—*photo* 13 facing 179
Stereo records, The Performance and care of LP and, by Cecil Watts 2 46-54
Sternfeld, F. W. Music in Shakespearean tragedy. rev 17 309-10
Stevens, Denis. Tudor church music. rev by Anthony Milner 5 166
—*photo* 13 facing 179
—S. Greenfield, I. March. The Penguin guide to bargain records. rev 27 231
Stevenson, G. 'Don't ignore the gifted listener!' *Abstract* 10-11 125
—'Echoes of bugle and drum' *Abstract* 12 155
Stevenson, Ronald. Composer's anthology 3: 42-43 747-54
—music of, Classified list of the 42-43 756-7
—*photos* 42-43 facing 754
—recordings 42-43 753
Stewart, Margaret. *English singer.* rev 39 663
—Stitching dochteek. Delit, De', by J. Van de Wolk. *Abstract* 19 368
Stowhill, Gerard. Notes on the printed works of works by Bantock 32 343
—Alfredo Casella: a discography. Piano rolls 28 240
—*, and John Farmer. Pianola rolls by George Copeland 25 147
—*rev.* Player piano treasury, by H. N. Rochell 8 279
Storage of sound recordings, Preservation and, by A. G. Pickett and M. M. Lemerec rev by Stanley Kelly 14 28-31
Story of Sadler's Wells, The, by D. Arundell rev 21 33
Stratton, John. Annotations to The Supremacy of Mozart, by Herman Klein 40 678-88
—Crackle 39 655-9; errata 40 696
—Herman Klein 28 241-3
—The Mapleston cylinder of 'A ce mot', from Les Huguenots (Meyerbeer) 31 319-21
—Operatic singing style and the gramophone 22-23 37-68
—The Recordings of Jean de Reszke 27 209-13
—, annotator. The Treasures of Meyerbeer, by Herman Klein 28 244-8; 29-30 293-304; errata 41 696
Strauss, Richard, as a conductor, by Leo Wurms 24 107-9
—*photo* facing 535
Stevens, P. Aural aids in language teaching, rev *13* 30-1
Studio, The Technique of the sound, by A. Nisbett rev 10-11 126
Study of musical instruments, Recordings and the, by Anthony Baines *1 6-9
—see also Education, Learning, Lessons, Teaching
Stygall, F. E. see previous entry
Suissa see Swiss
Sullivan, Sir Arthur: an index to the texts of his vocal works, by S. Poladian *rev* 12 162
Supervia, Conchita, discography, by Harold M. Barnes *4 19-26
Supremacy of Mozart, The, by Herman Klein 40 678-88
Surgery of English dialects, by C. Burton and E. Dieth *rev* 27 232
'Sutton Coldfield Public Library', by H. Sykes *Abstract* 13 190
Svensk Musik: Vokalmusik 1: Sånger för en röst med piano. rev by John Horton 36 558
Svensk Ton på skiva och band rev by John Horton 36 558
—see also Sweden, Swedish
Sveriges Radiotjänst, The East African, by J. W. T. Allen 2 55-6
Sweden. 'Göteborg, Diskotekskurs i', by S. Petri *Abstract* 19 368
—see also Scandinavian
Sweden. Nationalfondeteket: Nominalkatalog över Dokumentärmaterial rev 22-23 93
Sweden, A Short survey of music in, rev by John Horton 36 558
Swedish Broadcasting Corporation, Wildlife recording by, by Sture Palmér 34 447-8
Swedish music, Contemporary, by C. M. Cnattingius rev 28 263
Swedish music past and present, rev by John Horton 36 558
Swedish National Phonothèque discographies see: Billquist, Dacapo,
Resifa, Rolf, Sonora
Swedish orchestral works. rev by John Horton 36 558
Swedish rococo: The life and song of Carl Michael Bellman, genius of the, by the Paul Britton Group. rev by John Horton 36 557-8
Sweet Saturday night, by Colin MacInnes rev 38 629
Swiss musicians, Dictionary of, rev 17 311
Sykes, H. 'Sutton Coldfield Public Library' Abstract 13 190
Szymanski, by Alan Pryce-Jones *2 9-15
Szymanski, Karol, by Andrej Panufnik 20 389-93
—*photo* 20 facing 379
Tailleferre, Germaine. Les Musiciens que j'ai connus, by Jane Bathori 15 238-45
—*photo* 41 bet 700-1
Tainsh, Karin Beskow. 'Radio fotoregattans ljudarkiv' *Abstract* 6 191-4
Talking machines 1877-1914, by V. K. Chew rev 42-43 782
Tape, Documentary programmes on, by P. Bastin rev 41 729-30
Taped, 'They've got', by S. M. Jarvis *Abstract* 12 156
Tape, Problems of storing natural sounds on*, by P. P. Kellogg *Abstract* 6 193
Tape recorder, The Law and your, by A. Phelan rev 24 122-3
Tape recorder servicing mechanics, by H. Schröder *Abstract* 36 554
Tape recording, ABC's of, by N. H. Crowhurst rev 28 263
Tape recording for the hobbyist, by A. Zuckermand rev 39 664
Tape recordings, 'Mesztakas knihovna ve Varsave: Vyuzii magnetofonu', by O. Jireckova *Abstract* 16 280-1
Tape recordings of music by Geoffrey Bush in the collection of the British Institute of Recorded Sound 40 694-5
Tape recording year book: high-fidelity and cine equipment, rev 6 196
Tape recording yearbook 1966, rev 24 123
Tapes and films relating to the [Netherlands] theatre; Theatre sound and image—archives of, by L. S. Hoefnagels 36 526-8
Tapes, Spoken poetry on records and, compiled by H. C. Hastings rev by John Mitchell *15-16 28-31
—see also Audio, Magnetic, Recorder
Tavolga, W. N., and W. E. Lanyon, ed Animal sounds and communication, rev by P. T. Haskell 2 59-60
Taylor, Donald. The Music of some Indian tribes of Colombia 29-30 supplement (xxii-xliv; 31 supplement xxii-xliv; 32 supplement xxiii-lxxiv), and, B. More. The Cocaine eater. rev 22-23 95
Teacher, George Cognit, as, by George Benette 25 148-9
Teacher, Jean de Reszke 1850-1925, the, by Endrèze 27 201-6
Teaching, Aural aids in language, by P. Stevens rev *13* 30-1
Teaching, The Use of recording instruments in language, by Joseph Horne *11-12 6-7; erratum *13* 2
—see also Education, Learning, Lessons, Study
Technical aids to listening, by Peter Ladefoged *3 9-13
Technical media in the preservation and dissemination of classical traditional music of the Orient and folk music of the Orient and Occident, by Jack Bornoff and Peter Crossley-Holland 10-11 30-14
Technique of the sound studio, The, by A. Nisbett rev 10-11 126
Television and motion pictures, A selected list of recorded musical scores from radio, compiled by J. L. Limbacher rev 2 59
Television sound recording, Motion picture and, by Peter Ford 12 146-54
—*photos* 12 bet 152-3
Tennessee Archives, Legislative recording by the, by William T. Alderson *2 2-8
Tennyson phonograph records, The [Alfred Lord], by Sir Charles Tennyson *2 3-5
Tennyson, Sir Charles. The Tennyson phonograph records *3 2-5
Tennyson, Sir Charles; Tennyson poems recorded for the British Council by *3* 3-8
Terror and Widerstand 1933-45, rev 21 32-3
Testing and evaluation of record players for libraries, The, rev 16 281-2
Theatre sound and image—archives of tapes and films relating to the [Netherlands] theatre, by L. S. Hoefnagels 36 526-8
Theatrical events: a selected list of musical and dramatic performances on long-playing records, by J. L. Limbacher rev 42-43 782
—see also Drama, Play
Verismo school, My association with the composers of the, by
Giovanni Martinelli 8 232–8
Vetterl, Karl, and others. ed Select bibliography of European folk
music, rev 32 347–8
Victor vocal records, Numerical catalogue of red-seal, by J. A. Léon
Part 1. rev 16 283; Part 2. rev 37 594
Viet-Nam, Les Traditions musicales:, by Yvan Van Khe rev by
Alastair Dick 33 403–4
Villalobos: em draft. rev by Eric Hughes 28 262
Vincent Novello memorial organ in Westminster Abbey, The,
by R. Hughes rev 25 160
Violin playing from its origins to 1761 and its relationship to the violin
and violin music, The History of, by D. D. Boyden rev by Freda
Steel 26 197–6
Visser, Piet, The art of the organ in the Netherlands 36 529–31
Vocal records, Numerical catalogue of red-seal Victor, by J. A. Léon
Part 1. rev 16 283; Part 2. rev 37 594
Voice, a Life, A, by Joan Hammond rev 39 661
Voices of the past, vol. 1: [Gramophone Company] English catalogue,
by J. Bennett rev by Harold M. Barnes *3 23–4
—vol. 2: [Gramophone Company] Italian catalogue, by J. R. Bennett
rev by Harold M. Barnes *7 19–20
—vol. 3: Supplement to ‘Dischi Fonotipia’, by J. R. Bennett rev
by Harold M. Barnes *9 16–7
—vol. 4: [Gramophone Company] International red label catalogue
of DB ‘His Master’s Voice’ recordings, 1924–1956, by J. R. Bennett
and E. Hughes rev 5 166
—vol. 5: [Gramophone Company] Catalogue of ‘D’ and ‘E’ His
Master’s Voice recordings, by M. Smith rev 6 196
—vol. 6: [Gramophone Company] International red label catalogue
of ‘D’ His Master’s Voice recordings, 1924–1956, by J. R. Bennett
and E. Hughes rev 14 228
—see also Singing, Song, Vocal
Volonté, Giovanni M., L. Massigli, and L. Pusateri. Duke Ellington’s
story on records, rev 29 30–306, and by Brian Rust 37 593
Waard, R. de. The Dutch street-organ 36 537–41
—from Music boxes to street organs. rev by Guy Oldham 39 660
Waart, Paul de. The historical archives of the Netherlands Radio
Union 36 541–5
Wachmann, Klaus P. An International catalogue of published
recordings of folk music *17–18 i–iii, 1–37
—the Sociology of recording in Africa from the Sahara: an
appreciation of the African Music Society of Johannesburg *14 24–6
Wagner, Richard. Die Meistersinger—1928, by A. F. R. Lawrence *8
2–5
—Wagner, Richard. Der Ring des Nibelungen. The Ring at Bayreuth,
and some thoughts on operatic production, by V. Gallanck rev 22–23 91
—Ring resounding, by J. Culsaw rev 36 555
—see also Wagner’s Tristan and Meistersinger
Wagner’s Tristan and Meistersinger: a comparison, by Denis
Matthews 42–43 734–40
Wahlström, Sten. Stereophonic recording of wild life sounds 34
458–62
Wallace, Lucille see Curzon, Lucille Wallace
Walton, Bruce, by Sir Adrian Boult 40 688–71
Walton, John. Pick ups: the key to hi-fi, rev 21 32
Warrack, John, and H. Rosenthal. Concise Oxford dictionary of
opera rev 17 310
Warsaw. ‘Męsta knihowa va Varsava: Vyzuiti magnetofonou’, by
O. Jireckova Abstract 16 280–1
Washington, University of. Voice: History in sound: a descriptive
listing of the KIRO-CBS collection of broadcasts of the World
War II years and after, in the phono-archive of the, by M. Ryan
12 159
—University, Yale: The Historical Sound Recordings Program at,
by J. N. Moore Abstract 8 277
—University, Yale, Historical Sound Recordings Program: its purpose
and scope, by Jerrold N. Moore 16 270–9
Unrecorded works: 1. Contemporary Italian music 38 615–20
—2. Albert Roussel, by Georges Manal 38 621
Ungarische Stimmen, by L. Riemens and K. J. Kutsch rev 13 193
Uruguayan music and poetry on 78s, by Enrique J. Muttoni 2
57–8
Use of recording instruments in language teaching, The, by
Joseph Horne *11–12 6–7; erratum *13 2
Utrecht, The Sound Archives of the University of, by R. L. Schuurman
15 246–50
Valen, Farétin: an introduction, by Christopher Grier *11–12 7–10
—Records of music by, *11–12 9–10
Van Beinum, Eduard see Beinum
Van Lynden, Baron see Lynden
Vann Marcoux, by Desmond Shawe-Taylor 39 266–8
—discography, by Harold M. Barnes 39 269–72
Vaughan Williams, Ralph, The Works of, by M. Kennedy rev 22–23
93–4
—Verdi, [Giuseppe,] and his librettists, by Marcella Barzetti
17 298–305
Verdi and the Risorgimento, by Marcella Barzetti 15 251–5
Verdi and style, by the Earl of Harewood 19 347–52
—Simon Boccanegra, by Tito Gobbi 16 265–71
Verdi, The Singing of, by Giovanni Martinelli 7 198–205
Verducci, Pasquale. The First Pinza discography, rev * 21
—Index to Bulletin 1-18 and Recorded Sound 1-44
Westminster Abbey, The Vincent Novello memorial organ in, by R. Hughes rev 25 160
West, R. rev: Musical instruments and audio, by G. A. Briggs 22-23 92
What the composer expects from the listener, by Donald Francis Tovey 2 34-9
Whelan, Winifred photo 20 facing 378
Whistled language of Gomera, The, by André Classe *7 12-4
Whitman, Paul: a discography, by Brian Rust 27 219-28, 28 255-8
Whitman, Walt, music, The World of, by K. P. Neilson rev 42-43 781
Widor, Charles-Marie photo 8 facing 255
Wildlife, British, by Maurice, Jane, and Robert Burton rev 39 664
Wildlife recording by Swedish Broadcasting Corporation, by Sture Palmér 34 447-8
Wildlife recordings in the BBC Sound Archives, by John Burton 34 427-32
Wildlife sound, A British discography of, by Jeffery Boswall 34 463-5
Wildlife Sound, British Library of, see British Library of Wildlife Sound
Wildlife sound, Commercial gramophone records of, by Jeffery Boswall 34 425-7
Wildlife sound recording, A Bibliography of, by Jeffery Boswall 34 466-9
Wildlife Sound Recording Society, The, by Richard Margoschis and Roger Burrows 34 432-3
Wildlife sounds, Stereophonic recording of, by Sten Wahlstrom 34 458-62
Wild, Recording the voices of the, by Eric Simms *2 16-20
—see also Amphibian, Animal, Bat, Bird, Insect, Mammal, Natural
Wildlife special issue of Recorded Sound 34
Williams, Eryl Hall. Recorded evidence 12 130-4
Williams, Vaughan see Vaughan Williams
Wills, John. Egon Petri 39 639-42
—obituary 41 697
—photo 39 facing [iv]
Wilson, A. 'Dudley Public Libraries' Abstract 13 189
Wilson, Conrad. A Critic's choice of 300 key performances for your record shelf, rev 25 160
Wilson, F. Points on pick-ups, rev 17 306
Wilson, Sir Steuart. The English Singers 20 375-9
—Harry Plumkett Greene 32 327-8
—English singer, by Margaret Stewart rev 39 663
—photo 20 facing 378
Wilson, Percy. The Gramophone handbook. rev *6 26
‘Winner’, Numerical list of Edison Bell; , by K. Adrian rev 42-43 779
Wolff, Stéfane. L'Opéra au Palais Garnier. rev 12 161
Wolk, L. J. Van der. 'De Stichting discotheek Delft' Abstract 19 368
Woodhouse, Violet Gordon, by John Gwynne 41 722-6
—a discography, by Eric Hughes and A. E. Cooban 41 727-9
Woodman, Henry. How to make money with your recorder. rev 28 262-3
Woodwind, New sounds for, by B. Bartolozzi rev 36 558
Words, The Ring of, by P. L. Miller rev 16 282-3
—see also Libretto
Works of Ralph Vaughan Williams, The, by M. Kennedy rev 22-23 93-4
World of Walt Whitman music, The, by K. P. Neilson rev 42-43 781
World War II years and after; History in sound: a descriptive listing of the KIRO-CBS collection of broadcasts of the, in the phone-archive of the University of Washington, by M. Ryan rev 12 159
Wouters, Jos. Gramophone records and the Concertgebouw Orchestra 36 524-6
—Willem Piiper (1894-1947) 36 532-3
—photo 36 facing 535
Written matter, The [British] Institute [of Recorded Sound]'s Library of, 18 342-3
Wurmsr, Leo. Richard Strauss as a conductor 24 107-9
‘Yale University, The Historical Sound Recordings Program at,’ by J. N. Moore Abstract 8 277
Yale University Historical Sound Recordings Program: its purpose and scope, by Jerrold N. Moore 16 270-9
York, Duke and Duchess of [later King George VI and Queen Elizabeth] photo 9 facing 23
‘Young adults as record borrowers’, by M. P. Greenhall Abstract 12 156
Young, J. Lewis. Edison and his phonograph, rev 42-43 779
Young, Percy M. Zoltan Kodaly, rev by Cynthia Jolly 17 307-8
Your Jazz collection, by D. Langridge 42-43 779
Zoogeographical region, A Discography of bird sound from the 'Ethiopian, by J. Boswall and M. E. W. North rev 36 554
Zuckerman, Arthur. Magnetic recording for the hobbyist, rev 17 306
—Tape recording for the hobbyist, rev 39 664
Zulu male traditional singing, by David Rycroft *5 23-7
‘Zwolle, Uitlten-discotheek’-, by S. H. Hus Abstract 16 280
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Abrahams, Claude. Claude Debussy: a bibliography rev 60 490
Actor then and now, The, by Richard Bebb 1. The Butterfly of naturalism 47 85-93
—2. The Tragedians of the city 48 115-24
Addenda and corrigenda to Recorded Sound 37-58 437, 59 463-4
Africa. The Music of, by J.H.K. Nketia rev by Lucy Durán 62 547
African birds, Series II of Myles North's sound recordings of, by Jennifer Horne 54 300-2
African music: a people's art, by F. Xebey rev by Liliba Zobens 65 664
[African music]: Mandinka kora, The, by Lucy Durán 69 754-7
Alvareda, Joan. Conxita Badia—una vida d'artista rev 62 547
American music periodicals 1850-1900, A checklist of, by W.J. Weichlein 45-46 60
American popular singers, The Great, by Henry Pleasants rev 61 511
Amyot, Étienne. Clara Haskil: a memoir 63-64 557-8
Analysis and notation of bird vocalizations, by Joan Hall-Crago 54 291-7
Anda, Géza, and Clara Haskil photo 63-64 585
—, Clara Haskil and Herbert von Karajan photo 63-64 583
Anderson, Kinloch. Sir John Barbirolli—personal reminiscences of a great musician 50-51 186-90
Andrew, Janet, ed. Developments in the organization of non-book materials rev by Roger B.N. Smithers and David John 70-71 810-1
Andry, Peter, Sir Clus Moser, John Denison, Edward Greenfield and Manouq Parikian. The Influence of the record industry on musical life today. 69 74-56
Animals see also: Wildlife Animals, Ultrasonic communication by G. Sales and D. Pye rev 60 491
Ansermet, Ernest, and Clara Haskil photo 63-64 598
Antarctic wildlife recording on Bird Island, South Georgia, by Derick Turner 60 485-7
Antarctic wildlife sounds 50-51 201
Aplvoss, Denis. Composer's anthology 66 67 692-7
—Recordings of Works by, by Rosemary Gandolfi [discography] 66-67 697-8
Archive, Setting up a special: sound recordings at the Imperial War Museum, by David Lane 66 707-9
[Archives] Preliminary world list of wildlife sound libraries, A. by Jeffery Boswall 54 276-7
Archives, Obtaining records from abroad: some problems facing, by Patrick Saul 47 72-9
Armstrong, Edward A. Discovering bird song rev 62 544
Art of Giovanni Martinelli, The, by Richard Bebb 53 247-57
Art of piano playing, The, by H. Neuhau rev by Patrick Saul 61 514
Art of popular song, The: pop as a commentary on our age, by Geoffrey Wansell 61 499-502
Atkin, Ronald, M. Harrison, A. Morgun, M. James and J. Cooke. Modern jazz: the essential records, a crtical selection rev 60 489
Atterberg, Kurt, discography, by Lewis Foreman 62 539-41
Atterberg, Kurt—Swedish symphonist, by Lewis Foreman 62 537-9
Auric, Georges. Clara Haskil and Ysou Guller photo 63-64 584
Authenticity of Henry VIII Vocal music attributed to Henry Irving, The, by J. Windsor Lewis 68 733-4
Bach, The Family of: a brief history, by C. Bizony rev 62 541
Bachmann, Alberto. Encyclopaedia of the violin rev 48 125
Backhaus, Wilhelm, and Clara Haskil photo 63-64 594
Badia, Conxita—una vida d'artista, by J. Alvareda rev 62 547
Bagpipes and tunings, by T.H. Podnos rev by Liliba Zobens 51 311
Balogh, Teresa, editor. A complete catalogue of the works of Percy Grainger rev by S.F.S. Lloyd 65 663-4
Band, The Sousa: a discography, by J.R. Smart rev 45-46 60
Barbedette, Hippolyte. Stephen Heller, his life and works rev 60 490
Barbirolli, Sir John—personal reminiscences of a great musician, by Kinloch Anderson 50-51 186-90
—, and Clara Haskil photo 63-64 586
Bardac, Dolly see Tinan. Mme Gaston de
Bardac, Emma photo 50-51 176-7
Barnes, Harold M. Tchaikovsky songs [catalogue] 70-71 781-8
—Preface to Voices of the past, vol 9: The HMV french catalogue 1899-1925 rev 50-51 201
Bartók, Béla, and Romanian folk music, by A.L. Lloyd 57-58 406-8
Barzetti, Marcella. Alfredo Casella and the return to the classical ideal. 50-51 177-85
Battistini, Mattia (1856-1928): a discography, by Alan Kelly, John F. Perkins and John Ward 65 652-6
BBC wildlife sound recording, Recent developments in, by John Burton 54 297-9
Bebb, Richard. The Actor then and now. 1. The Butterfly of naturalism 47 85-93
—2. The Tragedians of the city 48 115-24
—The Art of Giovanni Martinelli 53 247-57
—The Hamlet of John Gielgud 61 494-9
—The Voice of Henry Irving: an investigation 68 727-32
—The Voice of John Gielgud 60 466-72
Beecham, Sir Thomas, discography rev by Lewis Foreman 61 515
—Frederick Delius rev by Lewis Foreman 69 769
Bennett, John R. Smetana on 3000 records rev 62 548
—Voices of the past, vol. 9: the HMV french catalogue 1899-1925 rev 50-51 201
Bernac, Pierre. The Interpretation of French song, with song translations by Winifred Radford rev 66-67 714
Bernac, Pierre, The Man and the artist, by Winifred Radford 70-71 772-6
Bernac, Pierre photos 70-71 rev 792-3
Bibliography:
—American music periodicals 1850-1900, A Checklist of, by W.J. Weichlein rev 45-46 60
—Debussy, Claude: a bibliography, by C. Abravanel rev 60 490
—Oral history, Bibliography on, compiled by M. Waserman rev 62 546
—Sacred music, Bibliography of: essays and dissertations in, by K.R. Hartley rev by Diana D. Hull 49 156
—Voila da gamba and other violin, Published music for, by R. de Smet rev by Diana D. Hull 49 155-6
—Wildlife discographies, Bibliography of, by Jeffery Boswall 54 305
—Yemenite—Jewish music, Bibliography of literature concerning, by P.F. Marks rev by Doris J. Dyen 62 628
Billings, William: Data and documents, by Hans Nathan rev 69 769


Copland, Aaron. Preface to Composers, conductors and critics rev 62 544

Cortot, Alfred, and Clara Haskil photo 63-64 596


Creston, James. Discopedia of the violin 1889-1971 rev by Eric Hughes 57-58 935-6

Cross, Burnett. Grainger free music machine 45-46 17-21

Culp, Julia, by Leo Riemens 47 69-72

—photo 47 74-5

—and Leo Riemens photo 47 bet 74-5

Dahles, Robert. Conversations with Cardus. With foreword by Yehudi Menuhin rev 70-71 813

Daramad of Chahargad: a study in the performance practice of Persian music by B. Nettl with B. Foltin, Jr. rev by Doris J. Dynel 61 511

Davies, Fanny, by Lady Dorothy Mayer 70-71 776-9

Davies, Fanny: the recordings. I. Discs, by Patrick Saul and Chris Ellis 70-71 779-80; 2. Piano rolls, by Gerald Stonehill 70-71 780

Photos 70-71 bet 792-3

Davies, Gillian. Compulsory deposit of sound recordings 62 518-27

Deas, Stewart. Donald Francis Tovey: the creative scholar 59 460-6

—Weingartner as teacher 55-56 316-21

—intra. On the performance of Mozart's last three symphonies by Felix Weingartner 55-56 322-30

Debus, Allan G., and B. Rust. The complete entertainment discography rev 60 490


Debussy, Chouchou photos 50-51 bet 176-7

Debussy, Claude: a bibliography, by C. Abravanel rev 60 490

—and his circle, Memories of, by Mme Gaston de Tainin 50-51 158-63

—Discographie de l’oeuvre de, by M.G. Cobb rev by Patrick Saul 61 513

—photos 50-51 bet 176-7

Debussy, Emma Claude, Letter to Sheridan Russell from photo 50-51 bet 176-7

—photo 50-51 bet 67

Delius companion. A edited by Christopher Redwood rev by Lewis Foreman 69 769

Delius, Frederick, by Sir Thomas Beecham rev by Lewis Foreman 69 769

Delius: portrait of a cosmopolitan, by Christopher Palmer rev Lewis Foreman 69 769

Delius: the Paris Years, by L. Carley rev 62 546

Denison, John, Sir Claus Moser, Peter Andry, Edward Greenfield and Manoug Parikian. The influence of the record on musical life today. 67 746-54

Deposit of sound recordings, Compulsory, by Gillian Davies 62 518-27

De Schauensee, Max, see Schauensee, Max de Description and history of the piano, A. by A.J. Hipkins rev 61 516

De Smet, Robin. Published music for the viola da gamba and other viol rev by Diana D. Hull 49 155-6

De Tintin, Mme Gaston see Tintin, Mme Gaston de Developments in the organisation of non-book materials, edited by Jane Awre rev by Roger B.N. Smith and David Penn 70-71 810-1

Discographie de l’oeuvre de Claude Debussy, by M.G. Cobb rev by Patrick Saul 61 513


Discography:—Aivpov, Denis, by Rosemary Gandolphi 66-67 697-8

—Atterberg, Kurt, by Lewis Foreman 62-59 41-4

—Battistini, Mattia (1856-1928): a discography, by Alan Kelly, John F. Perkins and John Ward 65 652-6

—Beecham, Sir Thomas, discography rev by Lewis Foreman 61 515

—Bio-acoustics in the service of progress, New developments in life sciences and techniques. No. 6: Biology, by I.D. Nicholls rev 54 313

—Bird sound from the Ethiopian zoogeographical region, by Jeffery Boswall and Ron Kettle 59 460-3

—Bird sound from the Nearctic region, A Discography of, by Jeffery Boswall 54 306-12

—Brahms Lieder, by J.F. Weber rev by Diana Hull 66-67 715-6

—Brahms, Schumann and Schubert choral music, by Peter Morse rev by Diana Hull 66-67 715-6

—Calvé, Emma, by Harold Barnes and William Moran 59 450-2

—Bridge, Frank (1879-1941), a discography, by L. Foreman, E. Hughes and M. Walker 66-67 669-73

—Bruckner, by J.F. Weber rev by Diana Hull 66-67 715-6

—Caruso on records: pitch, speed, and comments, by A. Favia-Arsyas rev 45-46 58-59

—Coates, Albert, by Christopher Dyment 57-58 386-405

—addenda and corrigenda 57-58 464


—Davies, Fanny: the recordings. Discs, by Patrick Saul and Chris Ellis; Piano rolls, by Gerald Stonehill 70-71 779-80

—Debussy and Ravel vocal music, by J.F. Weber rev by Diana Hull 66-67 715-6

—Debussy, Discographie de l’oeuvre de Claude, by Margaret G. Cobb rev by Patrick Saul 61 513

—Dodgson, Stephen. Recordings of music by, by Eric Hughes 67 737-8

—Dominič recordi: a catalogue and history, by Arthur Badrock rev 66-67 716

—Entertainment discography, The Complete, by B. Rust and A.G. Debus rev 60 490

—Film, theater and television music on record, 1948-1969, compiled by S. Stolman rev 61 510

—Foulds, John: his life in music, by M. MacDonald rev 62 545

—Franz and Loewe, by J.F. Weber rev by Diana Hull 66-67 715-6

—Furtwängler, Wilhelm: a discography, by H.S. Olsen rev 45-46 60-61

—Gramophone [Company] recordings, Vienna — the first, by Alan Kelly, J.F. Perkins and John Ward 69 758-61

—Haskil, Clara: private recordings 63-64 625

—HMV French catalogue 1899-1925, by J.E. Bennett rev 50-51 201

—HMV Royal records, 78s, by J.F. Perkins 68 718-23

—Holst, Gustav, The music of, by Eric Hughes 59 441-6

—Iles, Edna, Recordings by, in the BIRS collection 70-71 805

—Ireland, John, by Eric Hughes 53 258-62

—Japan, The National music of, Hogaku preserved (II): a second select list of long-playing records issued by Japanese record companies by David Waterhouse 57-58 408-26

—Jazz, Modern: the essential records, a critical selection, by R. Atkin, M. Harrison, A. Morgan, M. James and J. Cooke rev 60 489

—Jazz, The Complete catalogue of popular music and, by Roger D. Kinny 66-67 710


—Lamond, Frederic: the recordings by H.L. Anderson, John F. Perkins and Gerald Stonehill 65 642-51

—Loewe and Franz by J.F. Weber rev by Diana Hull 66-67 715-6

—Mauler, by J.F. Weber rev by Diana Hull 66-67 715-6


—Melchior, Lauritz: a discography, compiled by H. Hansen rev 48 125

—Mendelssohn vocal music, by Peter Morse rev by Diana Hull 66-67 715-6

—Opern auf Schallplatten 1900-1962, ein historischer Katalog, edited by I. Bontnick-Käffel rev by Eric Hughes 61 513

—Pfitzner, Hans, by Jerrold N. Moore 45-46 54-7

—Pianists of our time, Great by Francis F. Clough rev 61 516

—Popular music and jazz, The Complete encyclopedia of, by Roger D. Kinkle rev 66-67 715
Ravel and Debussy vocal music, by J.F. Weber rev by Diana Hull 66-67 715-6
—- Robey, George, by Brian Rust 53 262-4
—- addenda and corrigenda 57-58 437
—- Royal records, His Master’s Voice 78s, by J.F. Perkins 68 718-23
—- Schubert Lieder, by J.F. Weber rev by Diana Hull 66-67 715-6
—- Schubert, Schumann and Brahms choral music, by Peter Morse rev by Diana Hull 66-67 715-6
—- Schumann Lieder, by J.F. Weber rev by Diana Hull 66-67 715-6
Schumann, Schubert and Brahms choral music by Peter Morse rev by Diana Hull 66-67 715-6
—- Scott, Cyril 51 506-10
—- Simpson, Robert, Recordings of music by 47 84
—- Smetana [Bedrich] on 3000 records, by J.R. Bennett rev 62 548
—- Soler [Antonio] discography, by Eric Hughes and Diana Hull 55-56 325-61
—- addenda and corrigenda 59 464
—- Solo song, A Selected discography of Supplement, 1968-1969, by D. Stahl rev 45 46-60
—- Sousa Band, The, by J.R. Smart rev 45 46-60
—- Spoken records, by Helen Roach rev 48 124
—- Stevens, Bernard, Recordings of 60 464-5
—- Strauss, Richard, Lieder, by Peter Morse rev by Diana Hull 66-67 715-6
—- Supervia, Conchita, by David Cattanach 52 212-29
—- addenda and corrigenda 57-58 437
—- Television, theater and film music on record. 1948-69, compiled by S. Smolian rev 61 510
—- Theater, television and film music on record. 1948-69, compiled by S. Smolian rev 61 510
—- Toyen, Donald Francis 59 460
—- Vienna—the first Gramophone recordings, by A. Kelly, J.F. Perkins and J.W. Ward 69 758-61
—- Violin, Discopedia of the, 1889-1971 by J. Creighton rev by Eric Hughes 57-58 435-6
—- Walker, Norman, by Malcolm Walker 66-67 709-10
—- Weingartner, Felix, recollections and recordings, with a comprehensive discography, by Christopher Dymant rev 66-67 716
—- Wolf, Hugo, complete works, by J.F. Weber rev by Diana Hull 66-67 715-6
Discography: rules and goals, by W.R. Moran 66-67 677-81
Discography: which goals are attainable? by Alan Kelly, John F. Perkins and John Ward 59 453-5
Discovering bird song, by E.A. Armstrong rev 62 544
Dissertations in sacred music, Bibliography of theses and, by K.R. Hartley rev by Diana D. Hull 49 156
Dodgson, Stephen, Composer’s anthology. 8 68 734-6
—- Recordings of music by, by Eric Hughes 68 737-8
‘Dolby’ see Tinin, Mme Gaston de
Dominion records: a catalogue and a history, by Arthur Badrock rev 66-67 716
Dowling, Allan, Modern voices: a poet’s recollections of other writers 55-56 365-7
Downes, Edward, Herrmann Scherchen 60 472-7
Durán, Léon, The Mandinka kora. 69 758-9
Dwyer, Melva J., compiler. A Selected list of music reference materials rev 45 46-58
Dyen, Doris J. rev: Bibliography of literature concerning Yemenite—Jewish music, by P.F. Marks 62 628
—- rev: Daramad of Chahargad: a study in the performance practice of Persian music by B. Nettl with B. Foltin, Jr. 61 8
Dymant, Christopher, Albert Coates discography 57-58 386-405
—- addenda and corrigenda 59 464
—- Felix Weingartner, recollections and recordings, with a comprehensive discography rev 66-67 716
Eames, Emma, and other singers I have known, by Max de Schauensee 59 446-50
Edison Perfected Phonograph in Canada, 1888, Lord Stanley and the demonstration of the, by Léo La Clare 50-51 198-201
Elgar as a conductor, by Sir Adrian Boult 48 112-115
Elizabeth, Princess [later Queen Elizabeth II] photo 68 bet 730-1
Elizabeth, Queen of Belgium, Clara Haskil, Charlie Chaplin and Pablo Casals photo 63-64 585
Ellis, Chris, and Patrick Saul. Fanny Davies recordings: Discs 70-71 779
Encyclopedia of the violin, by A. Bachmann rev 48 125
Esenewu, Georges and Clara Haskil photo 63-64 581
Erdmann, Eduard, pianist and composer (1896-1958) by Lottie Krebs 69 762-8
—- photos 69 bet 758-9
—- Walter Gieseking, photo 69 758-9
—- and Ernst Kreidler reading scores photo 69 bet 758-9
Erdmann, Irene photo 69 758-9
Ethiopian zoogeographical region, A Discography of bird sound from, by Jeffery Boswell and Ron Kettle 59 460-3
Evans, Colin, Brassens, Thackray, and the French folk tradition rev 65-66 673-7
Evans, George Ewart. Collecting oral tradition 47 62-8
—- Photos 47 bet 74-5
—- Where beards wag all: the relevance of the oral tradition rev 60 492
Eves, Grenville, Heddle Nash. 68 739-44
—- Obituary 49 127
Factors relating to long term storage of magnetic tape, by G.A. Knight 66-67 681-92
—- Illustrations 66-67 facing 691
Family of Bach, The: a brief history, by C. Bizony rev 62 541
Fandel, Hans. Johann Strauss, father and son, and their era rev 49 156-7
Fass, Marjorie drawing Frank Bridge 66-67 rev 690-1
Favia-Artsy, Aida. Caruso on records: pitch, speed, and comments rev 45 46-58
Fennell, Frederick. Foreword to Percy Grainger, the invertebrate innovator, by Thomas Slaterrev 65 65
Fechtwangner, Peter. Clara Haskil 63-64 550-6
—- and Ilfi Haskil photo 63-64 593
Film, television and music on record, 1948-69, compiled by S. Smolian rev 61 510
Fischer, Edwin, Clara Haskil and Peter Rybar photo 63-64 580
Fischer-Dieskau, Dietrich photo 65 bet 646-7
Fisher, Esther, Cyril Scott 61 502-6
—- and Cyril Scott photo 61 bet 502-3
Fisher, John B. The Wildlife Sound Recording Society: five years’ progress 54 303-4
—- Richard Margoschis and Patrick Sollari photo 54 bet 290-1
Fitzpatrick, Robert. The Horn and hornplaying, and the Austro-Bohemian tradition from 1680 to 1830 rev 45 46-59
Folk tradition, Brassens, Thackray and the French, by Colin Evans rev 66-67 673-7
Foltin, Bela, Jr. and B. Nettl. Daramad of Chahargad: a study in the performance practice of Persian music by Doris J. Dyen 61 511
Foreman, Lewis. Kurt Atterberg discography 62 539-41
—- Kurt Atterberg—Swedish symphonist 62 537-9
—- rev: Sir Thomas Beecham discography 61 515
—- rev: Delius, by Sir Thomas Beecham 69 769
—- rev: A Delius companion, by Christopher Redwood 69 769
—- rev: Delius: portrait of a cosmopolitan, by Christopher Palmer 69 769
—- editor. British music now rev 60 491
—- Eric Hughes and Malcolm Walker. Frank Bridge (1879-1941): a discography 66-67 669-73
Foulds, John. Music in his life in music, by M. MacDonald rev 62 545
Fournier, Pierre, and Clara Haskil photo 63-64 597
Freedom and progress, by Yehudi Menuhin 48 108-111
Free music, by Percy Grainger 45 46-16
Free music machine, Percy and Ella Grainger at the photo 45-46 rev 28-9
Free music of Percy Grainger, by Margaret Hee-Leng Tan 45-46 71-38
French folk tradition, Brassens, Thackray and the, by Colin Evans 66-67 673-7
French opera as performed fifty years ago and today, by Max de Schauensee 70-71 806-8
French song, The Interpretation of, by Pierre Bernac, with song translations by Winifred Radford rev 66-67 714
Fruchtman, Caroline S. Checklist of vocal chamber works by Benedetto Marcello rev by Diana D. Hull 49 154
Furtwängler, Wilhelm: a discography by H.S. Olsen rev 45-46 60
Future of music, The, by Patrick Saul 62 529-31
Gaisberg, Fred, A Voice in time: the gramophone of, by J.N. Moore rev by Stanley Henig 62 628
Gammond, Peter, Your own, your very own: a musical hall scrapbook rev 49 157
Gandolfi, Rosmarry, Recordings of works by Denis Apilov [discography] 66-67 697-8
Garady, Michael, Drawings and etching of Clara Haskil photo 63-64 581, 582
George V, King photo 68 657-30
George VI, King photo 68 657-30
Gielgud, John, The Hamlet of, by Richard Bebb 61 494-9
—, The Voice of, by Richard Bebb 60 466-72
Gieseking, Walter, and Eduard Erdmann photo 69 758-9
Girard, Simone, Pierre Bernac and Yvonne Gouvréne photo 70-71 792-3
Global discography of mammal sounds, A, by Ron Kettle and Jeffrey Bowsall 66-67 698-707
Goossens, Leon, Percy Grainger, Ella Grainger, Marjorie Hartston Scott and Cyril Scott photo 61 502-3
Gouvréne, Yvonne, Pierre Bernac and Simone Girard photo 70-71 792-3
Grainger, Ella, and Percy Grainger at the Free music machine photo 45-46 28-9
Grainger, Ella, Percy Grainger, Leon Goossens, Marjorie Hartston Scott and Cyril Scott photo 61 502-3
—, and Percy Grainger at the Free music machine photo 45-46 28-9
Grainger, Percy, Free music 45-46 16
—, Cyril Scott, Roger Quilter and Norman O'Neill photo 60 5023
—, by Peter Pears 45-46 43-8
—, Free music machine, by Burnett Cross 45-46 17-21
—, Free music of, by Margaret Hee-Leng Tan 45-46 21-38
—, Piano rolls played by, by Gerald Stonehill 45-46 49
—, The Recorded works of, by Eric Hughes 45-46 38-43
—, A Complete catalogue of the works of, edited by T. Balough rev by S.F.S. Lloyd 65 663-4
—, the invertebrate innovator, by T. Slattery rev by S.F.S. Lloyd 65 663-4
Grainger, Percy, by J. Bird rev by S.F.S. Lloyd 66 663-4
Gramophone recordings, The first—Vienna, by Alan Kelly, John F. Perkins and John Ward 69 758-61
Gramophone records of the first world war: an HMV catalogue 1914-18, by B. Rust rev 61 516
Grand tradition, The, by John Steane 60 487-8
Great American popular singers, The, by H. Pleasants rev 61 511
Great pianists of our time, by J. Kaiser 61 516
Greenes, Sam (1913-76), by Alan Kelly obituary 70-71 808-9
Green, Stanley, Ring bells! Sing songs! rev by Brian Rust 49 455-6
Greenfield, Edward, Sir Alfred Coser, Peter Andry, John Denison and Manoug Parikian, The Influence of the record industry on musical life today 69 746-54
Gruemiaux, Arthur, and Clara Haskil photos 63-64 584, 593, 599
Guller, Youra, Clara Haskil and Georges Auric photo 63-64 584
Gurney, Ivor, poet and songwriter, by Charles W. Moore, With introduction by Herbert Howells and decorations by Richard Walker rev 66-67 714-5
Halban, Desi, Selma Kurz 49 128-140
—, photos 49 138-9
Hall-Craggs, Joan, Analysis and notation of bird vocalizations 54 291-7
Hamlet of John Gielgud, The, by Richard Bebb 61 494-9
Hansen, Hans, compiler, Lauritz Melchior: a discography rev 48 125
Harich-Schneider, Eta, A History of Japanese music rev 60 492
Harrison, Max, A. Morgun, R. Atkin, M. James and J. Cooke, Modern jazz: the essential records, a critical selection rev 60 489
Hartley, Kenneth R, Bibliography of theses and dissertations in sacred music rev by Diana D. Hull 49 156
Hartrorne, Charles, Born to sing: an interpretation and world survey of bird song rev by Jeffery Bowsall 54 312-13
Haskil, Berthe photo 63-64 577
Haskil, Clara, by Peter Feuchtwanger 63-64 550-6
—, a memoir, by Etienne Amyot 63-64 557-8
—, concert programmes 63-64 559-608
—, drawings and paintings by Michael Garady photos 63-64 567-577
—, photos 63-64 577-600
—, private recordings 63-64 625
—, the published records 63-64 623-4
—, repertoire 63-64 609-23
—, sculpture by Miluta Patrascu photo 63-64 588
—, Some recollections of, by Sheridan Russell 63-64 558
—, the published records 63-64 623-4
—, Lili and Jeanne photo 63-64 587
—, Lili and Jeanne, and Helen Stricken photos 63-64 595
Haskil, Jeanne, with Clara and Lili Haskil photo 63-64 587
Haskil, Jerome photo 63-64 594
Haskil, Lili, and Peter Feuchtwanger photo 63-64 593
Hennig, Stanley rev: The Bluebird of happiness: memoirs of Jan Peerce, by Alan Levy and Jan Peerce 70-71 812-3
—, rev: The Great Irish tenor: John McCormack, by Gordon Ledbetter 70-71 812-3
—, His Master's Voice was Eldridge Johnson, by E.R. Fennimore Johnson 69 768
—, rev: The Record of singing, by Michael Scott 70-71 811
—, Unvergängliche Stimme: Sängerlexikon, by K.J. Kutsch and L. Riemann 62 544
—, rev: The Tenor of his time: Edward Johnson of the Met, by Ruby Mercer 70-71 812-3
—, rev: A Voice in time: the gramophone of Fred Gaisberg, by J.N. Moore 62 628
Henschel, Sir George, by Helen Henschel 62 531-6
—, discography 62 536-7
Henschel, Helen, Sir George Henschel 62 531-6
Heyworth, Peter, compiler and editor, Conversations with Klemperer rev by Patrick Saul 62 546
Hinde, R.A. editor, Bird vocalisations: their relation to current problems in biology and psychology rev by P.J.B. Slater 54 313
Hindemith, Paul and Clara Haskil photos 63-64 580
Hipkins, A.J., A description and history of the piano rev 61 516
His Master's Voice is 78s, Royal records, by John F. Perkins, [discography] 68 718-23
His Master's Voice was Eldridge Johnson, by E.R. Fennimore Johnson rev by Stanley Henig 69 768
History of Japanese music, A, by E. Harich—Schneider rev 60 492
HMV catalogue 1914-1918, An, Gramophone records of the first world war, introduced by B. Rust rev 61 516
HMV French catalogue 1899-1925, by J.R. Bennett rev 50-51 201
Hogakura preserved (II): a second select list of long-playing records issued by Japanese record companies of the national music of Japan, by David Waterhouse 57-58 408-26
Holst, Gustav, Collected essays on, by Edmund Rubbra rev 62 545
Holst, [Gustav]'s music, Recordings of, by Imogen Holst 59 440-1
Holst, Gustav, The Music of: a discography, by Eric Hughes 59 441-6
Holst, Imogen, Recordings of Holst's music 59 440-1
Hooper, John, rev: Ultrasonic communication by animals, by J. Sales and D. Pye 60 491
Horn and horn-playing, and the Austro-Böhmen tradition from 1680 to 1830, by The, by H. Fitzpatrick rev 45-46 59
Horne, Jennifer, Series II of Myles North's sound recordings of African birds 54 300-2
Horszowski, Mieczyslaw, and Clara Haskil photo 63-64 588
Howells, Herbert, Introduction to Ivor Gurney, poet and songwriter, by Charles W. Moore rev 66-67 714-5
Howes, Frank, Sir Adrian Boult, 48 96
—, Letter to Lady Dorothy Mayor about Fanny Davies photo 70-71 792-3
Lloyd, Stephen see Collected essays on Gustow Holst, by Edmund Rubbra
Loüys, Pierre. Photograph of Debussy 50-51 bet 176-7
MacDonald, Malcolm. John Foulds: his life in music rev 62 545
Magaloff, Nikita, Clara Haskil and Yehudi Menuhin photo 63-64 581
Magnetic tape, Factors relating to long term storage of, by G.A. Knight 66-67 681-92
Mammal sound, A Global discography of, by Ron Kettle and Jeffery Boswell 66-67 698-707
Mandinka kora. The, by Lucy Durán 69 754-7
—Photos bet 758-9
Marcello, Benedetto, Checklist of vocal chamber works by, by C.S. Fruchtmann rev by Diana D. Hull 49 154
Marché International du Disque et de l’Édition Musicale see MIDE
Margaret Rose, Princess [later Princess Margaret] photo 68 bet 730-1
Margoschis, Richard, Patrick Sellar and John B. Fisher photo 54 bet 290-1
Markevitch, Igor, Clara Haskil, Mme. Michel Rossier, Yul Brinner and Isaac Stern photo 63-64 585
Marks, Paul F. Bibliography of literature concerning Yemenite—Jewish music rev by Doris J. Dyen 62 628
Martinelli, Giovanni, The Art of, by Richard Bebb 53 247-57
Martyn, Barrie. Medtner recordings 2. Medtner as pianist 70-71 799-804
Mary, Queen photo 68 bet 730-1
Matthews, Denis. Cadenzas in piano concertos (Adrian Boult Lecture) 68 722-7
Mayer, Lady Dorothy. Fanny Davies 70-71 776-9
—, Dame Eva Turner and Sir Robert Mayer photo 45-46 bet 28-9
Mayer, Sir Robert. My first 100 years 45-46 2-10
—Photos bet 26-9
Medtner, friend and master, by Edna Iles 70-71 791-3
Medtner, Nicolas photo 70-71 bet 792-3
—and Edna Iles photo 70-71 bet 792-3
—and Mrs. Medtner photo 70-71 bet 792-3
Medtner recordings
1. Music by Medtner. by Eric Hughes 70-71 794-8
2. Medtner as pianist, by Barrie Martyn 70-71 799-804
3. Piano rolls, by Gerald Stonehill 70-71 805
Medtner, Mrs. Tribute to Edna Iles photo 70-71 bet 792-3
Mehlhorn, Lauritz: a discography, compiled by H. Hansen rev 48 125
Memories of Anton Rubinstein, by Frederic Lamond 65 635-6
Memories of Debussy and his circle, by Mme. Gaston de Tihan 50-51 158-63
Memories of Liszt: from Glasgow to Weimar in the 1880’s, by Frederic Lamond 65 634-5
Mendelssohn vocal music, by Peter Morse [discography] rev Diana Hull 66-67 715-6
Memhin, Yehudi. Freedom and progress 48 108-11
—Photo 48 bet 98-9
—, Some great musicians I have known—past and present (Adrian Boult Lecture) 48 98-108
—Foreword to Conversations with Cardus, by Robert Daniels rev 70-71 813
—, Clara Haskil and Nikita Magaloff photo 63-64 580
Meyer, Colette, Clara Haskil and A. Leguillard photo 63-64 581
Milhaud, Darius. Foreword to Composers, conductors and critics, by Claire R. Reis rev 62 544
Modern jazz: the essential recordings, a critical selection, by M. Harrison, A. Morgan, R. Atkin, M. James and J. Cooke rev 60 489
Modern voices: a poet’s recollections of other writers, by Allan Dowling 55-56 365-77
Montagu-Pollock, Sir William & Sir Robert Mayer photo 45-46 bet 28-9
Moogk, Edward B. Roll back the years: history of Canadian recorded sound and its legacy (genesis to 1930) rev 60 489
Moore, Gerald. The Songs of Richard Strauss with special reference to the Krämerspiegel cycle (Adrian Boult Lecture) 65 630-3
—Photos bet 65 bet 646-7
Moore, Jerrold Northrop, A Voice in time: the gramophone of Fred Guiseberg rev by Stanley Henig 62 628
—, Hans Pflitzenzeder. Discography 45-46 54-7
Moran, William R. Discography; rules and goals 66-67 677-81
Moran, William [R.], and Harold Barnes, Emma Calvé: a discography 59 450-2
Morgen, Alan, M. Harrison, R. Atkin, M. James and J. Cooke. Modern jazz: the essential recordings, a critical selection rev 60 489
Morrison, Angus. Constant Lambert (1905-51) 70-71 789-91
Mosor, Sir Claus, Peter Andry, John Denison, Edward Greenfield and Manoug Parkian. The Influence of the record industry on musical life today 69 746-54
Mozart’s last three symphonies, On the performance of, by Felix Weingartner 55-56 322-30
Münch, Charles, and Clara Haskil photo 63-64 595
Music and tomorrow’s public see The Future of music
Music, Careers with rev 45-46 59
Music, The Future of, by Patrick Saul 62 529-31
—Music hall. Your own, your very own: a music hall scrapbook, by P. Gammond rev 49 157
Music of Gustav Holst, The: a discography, by Eric Hughes 59 441-6
Music periodicals 1850-1900, A Checklist of, by W.J. Weichlein rev 45-46 60
Music reference materials, A Selected list of, compiled by Melva J. Dywer rev 45-46 58
Music season, A, by A. Porter rev 60 489
Musicians, painters and writers I have known, by Sheridan Russell 50-51 164-70
My first 100 years, by Sir Robert Mayer 45-46 2-10
My viola and I: a complete autobiography, by L. Tertio rev 62 542
Nash, Heddle, by Grenville Eves 68 739-44
Nathan, Hans, William Billings: Data and documents rev 69 769
Nazi order addressed to Dorothea Brauss photo 45-46 bet 28-9
Neale, George Hall painting of Cyril Scott photo 61 bet 502-3
Nearctic region, A discography of bird sound from the, by Jeffery Boswell 54 306-11
Netherlands, The Organ and its music in the, 1500-1800, by Flor Peeters, Maarten Albert Vente, Guido Peeters, Ghislain Potvliege and Piet Vissers rev 66-67 716
Nettl, Bruno, with B. Foltin, Jr. Daramad of Chahargah: a study in the performance practice of Persian music rev by Doris J. Dyen 61 511
Neuhau, Heinrich. The Art of piano playing rev by Patrick Saul 61 514
Newton, Ivor. Supervia 52 205-11
—, Photos bet 218-19
—Ludwig Koch 1881-1974 55-56 334-6
Nketai, J.J.H. Kwabenah. The Music of Africa rev by Lucy Durán 62 547
North, Myles, Sound recordings of African Birds of, Series II, by Jennifer Horne 54 300-32
Notation of bird vocalisations. Analysis and, by Joan Hall-Craggs 54 291-6
Notation in the [British] Institute [of Recorded Sound]’s pre-history, A, by Patrick Saul 52 220-6
Obtaining records from abroad: some problems facing archives, by Patrick Saul 47 72-9
Offergeld, Robert. The centennial catalogue of the published and unpublished compositions of Louis Moreau Gottschalk rev 45-46 58
Olsen, Henning Smidth. Wilhelm Furtwängler: a discography rev 45-46 60
Poenos, Theodor H. Bagpipes and tunings rev by Lilija Zobens 61 511
[Popular entertainment] The complete entertainment discography, by Brian Rust and Allen G. Debus rev 60 490
Popular music and jazz 1900-50, The Complete encyclopedia of, by Roger D. Kinkel rev 66-67 715
Popular singers, The Great American, by Henry Pleasants rev 61 511
Popular song, The Art of; pop as a commentary on our age, by Geoffrey Watsell 61 499-502
Porter, Andrew. A Music season rev 60 489
—Albert Coates, Introduction to lecture on, by Stanford Robinson 57-58 382
Potvliegh, Ghislain see The Organ and its music in the Netherlands 1500-1900, Rev 66-67 716
Poulenc, Francis and Pierre Bernac photo 70-71 bet 792-3
Preliminary list of wildlife sound libraries, A, by Jeffery Boswell 54 276-7
Published music for the viola da gamba and other viols, by R. de Smet rev by Diana D. Hall 49 155-6
Pye, David, and G. Sales. Ultrasonic communication by animals rev by J. Hooper 60 491
Quilter, Roger, Cyril Scott, Percy Grainger and Norman O’Neill photo 61 bet 502-3
Radford, Winifred, and Pierre Bernac photo 70-71 bet 792-3
Radford, Winifred. Pierre Bernac, the man and the artist 70-71 772-6
—Song translations in The Interpretation of French song, by Pierre Bernac; 66-67 714
Radio see Broadcasting
Radio, Rebel in, by E.M. Sanger rev 62 542
Ratcliffe, Hardie. Recording and broadcasting: consequences for the musical profession 49 140-50
Ravel: man and musician, by A. Orenstein rev by Patrick Saul 62 543
Rebel in radio, by E.M. Sanger rev 62 542
Recent developments in BBC wildlife sound recording, by John Burton 54 297-9
Record as a cultural medium, The, by Stephen Stewart 50-51 171-7
Recorded works of Percy Grainger, The, by Eric Hughes 45-46 38-43
Recording in stereo, Wildlife, by David J. Tombs 54 278-9
Recording, Recent developments in BBC wildlife sound, by John Burton 54 297-9
Recording and broadcasting: consequences for the musical profession, by Hardie Ratcliffe 49 140-50
Recordings by Edna Iles in the BIRL collection 70-71 805
Recordings of music by Stephen Dodgson, by Eric Hughes 68 737-8
Recordings of music by Robert Simpson 47 84
Recordings [of music] by Bernard Stevens 60 484-5
Recordings of works by Denis Apilov, by Rosemary Gandolfi [discography] 66-67 697-8
Record life, A, 1927-1975, by John Whittle 65 656-61
Recording of singing, The, by Michael Scott rev by Stanley Henig 70-71 811
Recordings and recording classical guide 77, edited by Ates Orga rev by Eric Hughes 70-71 813
Records of Percy Grainger as an interpreter, by A.F.R. Lawrence 45-46 43-8
Redwood, Christopher ed. A. Delius companion rev by Lewis Foreman 69 769
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